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Before
In previous chapters, you learned the following skills, which you’ll use in Chapter 11:
describing distributions, ordering real numbers, and finding probabilities.

Prerequisite Skills
VOCABULARY CHECK
1. The probability of an event is a number

from ? to ? that indicates the
likelihood the event will occur.
2. The binomial distribution at the right

is not skewed. Instead, it is ? .

Probability

0.4

Copy and complete the statement.

0.3
0.2
0.1
0

0 1 2 3 4 5 6
Number of successes

SKILLS CHECK
Graph the numbers on a number line. Then write the numbers in increasing order.
(Review p. 2 for 11.1.)

3 , 0.4, Ï}
2 , 2Ï}
3. 2}
7 , 21.3, }
12
4
3

} 6
4 , 21.24, Ï}
4. 1.5, }
2 , 2Ï3 , }
3
5

You have an equally likely chance of choosing any integer from 1 through 20. Find
the probability of the event. (Review p. 698 for 11.3.)
5. An odd number is chosen.
6. A perfect square is chosen.
7. A multiple of 3 is chosen.
8. A factor of 50 is chosen.
5&9"4
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Now
In Chapter 11, you will apply the big ideas listed below and reviewed in the
Chapter Summary on page 783. You will also use the key vocabulary listed below.

Big Ideas
1 Finding measures of central tendency and dispersion
2 Using normal distributions
3 Working with samples
KEY VOCABULARY
• statistics, p. 744

• standard deviation, p. 745

• z-score, p. 758

• mean, p. 744

• normal distribution, p. 757

• sample, p. 766

• median, p. 744

• normal curve, p. 757

• unbiased sample, p. 767

• mode, p. 744

• standard normal
distribution, p. 758

• biased sample, p. 767

• range, p. 745

• margin of error, p. 768

Why?
You can use statistics to compare two or more sets of data. For example, you can
compare data for two athletes to see who performs better.

Algebra
The animation illustrated below for Exercise 28 on page 748 helps you answer this
question: Which contestant has the best average score after four rounds of an
archery competition?

4HE SCOREBOARD REFLECTS THE SCORES ACCUMULATED BY EACH OF THE  CONTESTANTS
2OUND 
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3TART
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3HOOT !RROWS

Several contestants shoot arrows at
archery targets.

#ONTINUE

Calculate the mean, median, mode, and
standard deviation of the scores.

Algebra at classzone.com
Other animations for Chapter 11: pages 744, 754, 757, and 776
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11.1
TEKS

a.1, 2A.1.B

Before
Now
Why?

Key Vocabulary
• statistics
• measure of central

tendency
• measure of

dispersion
• standard deviation
• outlier

Find Measures of Central
Tendency and Dispersion
You displayed data using graphs.
You will describe data using statistical measures.
So you can calculate softball statistics, as in Ex. 27.

Statistics are numerical values used to summarize and compare sets of
data. Two important types of statistics are measures of central tendency and
measures of dispersion.
A measure of central tendency is a number used to represent the center or
middle of a set of data values. The mean, median, and mode are three commonly
used measures of central tendency.

For Your Notebook

KEY CONCEPT
Measures of Central Tendency

• The mean, or average, of n numbers is the sum of the numbers divided

by n. The mean is denoted by }
x, which is read as “x-bar.” For the data set
x 1x 1...1x

1
2
n
x5 }
.
x1, x2, . . . , xn, the mean is }

n

• The median of n numbers is the middle number when the numbers are

written in order. (If n is even, the median is the mean of the two middle
numbers.)
• The mode of n numbers is the number or numbers that occur most

frequently. There may be one mode, no mode, or more than one mode.

EXAMPLE 1

Find measures of central tendency

WAITING TIMES The data sets at
the right give the waiting times (in
minutes) of several people at two
veterinary offices. Find the mean,
median, and mode of each data set.

Ofﬁce A

Ofﬁce B

14, 17, 18, 19, 20,
24, 24, 30, 32

8, 11, 12, 16, 18,
18, 18, 20, 23

AVOID ERRORS

Solution

Before identifying the
median as the middle
number in a list, make
sure the numbers are
ordered from least
to greatest or from
greatest to least.

1 17 1 . . . 1 32
198
Office A: Mean: }
x 5 14
} 5 } 5 22

Median: 20

Mode: 24

1 11 1 . . . 1 23 5 144 5 16
Office B: Mean: }
x 5 8}
}

Median: 18

Mode: 18
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GUIDED PRACTICE

for Example 1

1. TRANSPORTATION The data set below gives the waiting times (in minutes)

of 10 students waiting for a bus. Find the mean, median, and mode of the
data set.
4, 8, 12, 15, 3, 2, 6, 9, 8, 7

MEASURES OF DISPERSION A measure of dispersion is a statistic that tells you

how dispersed, or spread out, data values are. One simple measure of dispersion is
the range, which is the difference between the greatest and least data values.

EXAMPLE 2

Find ranges of data sets

Find the range of the waiting times in each data set in Example 1.
Solution
Office A: Range 5 32 2 14 5 18

Office B: Range 5 23 2 8 5 15

Because the range for office A is greater, its waiting times are more spread out.

STANDARD DEVIATION Another measure of dispersion is standard deviation,
which describes the typical difference (or deviation) between a data value and
the mean.

For Your Notebook

KEY CONCEPT
Standard Deviation of a Data Set

The standard deviation s (read as “sigma”) of x1, x2, . . . , xn is:

} )2 1 . . . 1 (xn 2 }x )2
(x1 2 }
x )2 1 (x2 2 x
}}
n

}}}}

s5

EXAMPLE 3

Î

TAKS PRACTICE: Multiple Choice

What is the standard deviation of the waiting times in each data set from
Example 1?
A 4.7 and 5.2

B 5.7 and 5.2

C 4.7 and 4.5

D 5.7 and 4.5

Solution
}}}}

Office A: s 5

Î
Î

}
(14 2 22)2 1 (17 2 22)2 1 . . . 1 (32 2 22)2
290
}} 5 } ø 5.7
9
9

}}}}

Office B: s 5

(8 2 16)2 1 (11 2 16)2 1 . . . 1 (23 2 16)2
}}
9

Î
5 Î 182 ø 4.5
9
}

}

c The correct answer is D. A B C D

11.1 Find Measures of Central Tendency and Dispersion
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GUIDED PRACTICE

for Examples 2 and 3

2. Find the range and standard deviation of the data set in Guided Practice

Exercise 1 on page 745.

OUTLIERS Measures of central tendency and dispersion can give misleading

impressions of a data set if the set contains one or more outliers. An outlier is a
value that is much greater than or much less than most of the other values in a
data set.

EXAMPLE 4

Examine the effect of an outlier

AIR HOCKEY You are competing in an air

hockey tournament. The winning scores for
the first 10 games are given below.
14, 15, 15, 17, 11, 15, 13, 12, 15, 13
a. Find the mean, median, mode, range,

and standard deviation of the data set.
b. The winning score in the next game is an

outlier, 3. Find the new mean, median,
mode, range, and standard deviation.
c. Which measure of central tendency does

the outlier affect the most? the least?
d. What effect does the outlier have on the

range and standard deviation?
Solution
1 15 1 . . . 1 13
a. Mean: }
x 5 14
} 5 14
10

Median: 14.5

Mode: 15

Range: 17 2 11 5 6
}}}}

Std. Dev.: s 5

Î

(14 2 14)2 1 (15 2 14)2 1 . . . 1 (13 2 14)2
}} ø 1.7
10

1 15 1 . . . 1 3
} 5 14
b. Mean: x
} 5 13
11

Median: 14

Mode: 15

Range: 17 2 3 5 14
}}}}

Std. Dev.: s 5

Î

(14 2 13)2 1 (15 2 13)2 1 . . . 1 (3 2 13)2
}} ø 3.5
11

c. The mean is most affected by the outlier. The mode is least affected by

the outlier.
d. The outlier causes both the range and standard deviation to increase.

✓

GUIDED PRACTICE

for Example 4

3. WHAT IF? In part (b) of Example 4, suppose the winning score in the next

game is 25 instead of 3. Find the new mean, median, mode, range, and
standard deviation of the data set.
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11.1

EXERCISES

HOMEWORK
KEY

5 WORKED-OUT SOLUTIONS
on p. WS1 for Exs. 5, 15, and 29
5 TAKS PRACTICE AND REASONING
Exs. 7, 8, 23, 24, 30, 32, 33, and 34

SKILL PRACTICE
1. VOCABULARY Copy and complete: Measures of ? represent the center or

middle of a data set. Measures of ? tell you how spread out the values in a
data set are.
WRITING
2. ★
WRITING Define the mean, median, and mode of a set of n numbers.
EXAMPLE 1

MEASURES OF CENTRAL TENDENCY In Exercises 3–6, find the mean, median,

on p. 744
for Exs. 3–10

and mode of the data set.
3. The numbers of mice born in nine different litters: 5, 7, 6, 3, 8, 6, 4, 5, 4
4. A student’s quiz scores for the first semester of an algebra class:

18, 20, 14, 15, 20, 17, 16
5. The heights (in inches) of the members of a men’s college basketball team:

69, 70, 75, 84, 73, 78, 74, 73, 78, 71
6. The waiting times (in minutes) of several people at a doctor’s office:

24, 19, 30, 39, 22, 19, 26, 35, 42, 15, 25
7.

TAKS REASONING What is the median of 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 1.2, 1.5, and 1.5?

A 0.7
8.

B 0.95

C 1

D 1.5

TAKS REASONING What is the mean of 2, 2, 6, 7, 9, and 10?

A 2

B 6

C 6.5

D 7.2

ERROR ANALYSIS Describe and correct the error in finding the measure of

central tendency.
9.

EXAMPLES
2 and 3
on p. 745
for Exs. 11–16

EXAMPLE 4
on p. 746
for Exs. 17–22

10.

The median of the data set
below is 5 because 5 is the
middle number.

The only mode of the data set
below is 12 because 12 occurs
most frequently.

12, 8, 9, 5, 10, 10, 3

12, 9, 24, 12, 18, 9, 12, 11, 9

MEASURES OF DISPERSION Find the range and standard deviation of the

data set.
11. 7, 4, 6, 8, 5, 9, 5, 7

12. 10, 12, 7, 11, 20, 7, 6, 8, 9

13. 3.1, 2.7, 6.0, 5.6, 2.3, 2.0, 1.3

14. 44, 47, 45, 48, 45, 47, 50, 44, 48, 42

15. 135, 142, 148, 136, 152, 140, 158, 154

16. 301, 312, 308, 320, 318, 315, 325, 336

IDENTIFYING OUTLIERS Identify the outlier in the data set. Then find the mean,
median, mode, range, and standard deviation of the data set when the outlier is
included and when it is not.

17. 2, 2, 3, 3, 4, 4, 4, 6, 68

18. 0, 72, 75, 75, 83, 83, 83, 91

19. 10.9, 12.4, 0.7, 11.6, 12.8, 11.6

20. 28, 20, 25, 28, 100, 25, 20

21. 60, 68, 75, 78, 152, 71, 66, 72, 66, 80

22. 184, 192, 173, 181, 199, 65, 190, 188

11.1 Find Measures of Central Tendency and Dispersion
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23.

TAKS REASONING

Create a data set with a mean of 10, a median of 11,

and a mode of 8.
24.

TAKS REASONING An outlier can be defined as a value in a data set that
lies more than three standard deviations from the mean. So, x is an outlier
⏐x 2 }
x⏐
if } > 3. In parts (a)–(c), use this definition to identify the outlier(s)

s

in the data set. Justify your answers mathematically.
a. 70, 55, 54, 75, 60, 58, 55, 56, 6, 62, 68, 94, 55, 82, 69, 74
b. 18, 20, 22, 25, 16, 40, 24, 19, 38, 3, 21, 27, 88, 24, 23, 26
c. 50, 93, 81, 84, 88, 85, 90, 99, 92, 199, 96, 89, 87, 94, 37
25. CHALLENGE The formula for standard deviation can also be written as:
}}}

s5

Î

x12 1 x22 1 . . . 1 xn2

x
}2}

2

n

For n 5 3, show that this formula is equivalent to the formula given on
x .)
page 745. (Hint: You will need to show that x1 1 x2 1 x 3 5 3}

PROBLEM SOLVING
EXAMPLES
1, 2, and 3
on pp. 744–745
for Exs. 26–28

26. FOOTBALL The data set below gives the numbers of passing

touchdowns for the 12 quarterbacks who threw the most
touchdowns during the 2004 NFL regular season. Find the
mean, median, mode, range, and standard deviation.
49, 39, 31, 30, 29, 28, 27, 27, 27, 22, 21, 21
5&9"4

GPSQSPCMFNTPMWJOHIFMQBUDMBTT[POFDPN

27. OLYMPIC SOFTBALL The data set below gives the total number

of at-bats for each player on the 2004 U.S. women’s Olympic
softball team. Find the mean, median, and mode of the data set.
2, 6, 6, 16, 19, 20, 20, 21, 22, 25, 26, 30
5&9"4

GPSQSPCMFNTPMWJOHIFMQBUDMBTT[POFDPN

28. ARCHERY The data set below gives the scores of the contestants in the first

round of a junior archery competition. Find the mean, median, mode, range,
and standard deviation.
111, 114, 97, 102, 120, 113, 116, 114, 106, 110
"MHFCSB
EXAMPLE 4
on p. 746
for Ex. 29

at classzone.com

29. MULTI-STEP PROBLEM The data set below gives the numbers of trials

required by 10 puppies to learn a trick.
20, 23, 19, 25, 21, 23, 5, 24, 19, 23
a. Analyze Identify the outlier of the data set.
b. Calculate Find the mean, median, mode, range, and standard deviation

of the data set when the outlier is included and when it is not.
c. Reasoning Describe the outlier’s effect on the measures of central

tendency and dispersion.
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5 WORKED-OUT SOLUTIONS
on p. WS1

5 TAKS PRACTICE
AND REASONING

30. ★ TAKS REASONING

The table shows the results (in meters) for the
final round of the 2004 and 1964 men’s Olympic javelin throw events.
Men’s Olympic Javelin Throw
2004 data

1964 data

86.50, 84.95, 84.84, 84.13,
83.31, 83.25, 83.14, 83.01,
80.59, 80.28, 79.43, 74.36

82.66, 82.32, 80.57, 80.17,
78.72, 76.94, 74.72, 74.26

a. Calculate Find the mean, median, mode, range, and

standard deviation of the 2004 data.
b. Calculate Find the mean, median, mode, range, and

standard deviation of the 1964 data.
c. Analyze Compare the statistics for each set of data.

Draw one or more conclusions about the data.
31. CHALLENGE The mean discussed in this lesson is called the arithmetic

mean. Another type of mean is the geometric mean. The geometric mean of
}
two positive numbers a and b is Ïab . Use the steps below to prove that the
arithmetic mean of a and b is always greater than or equal to the geometric
mean of a and b.
a. Explain why (a 2 b)2 ≥ 0.
b. Use the inequality in part (a) to show that (a 1 b)2 ≥ 4ab.
c. Use the inequality in part (b) to show that the arithmetic mean of

a and b is greater than or equal to the geometric mean of a and b, or
a1b

}≥

2

}

Ïab .

d. Under what condition is the arithmetic mean of a and b equal to the

geometric mean of a and b?
TAKS PRACTICE at classzone.com

M IXED R EVIEW FOR TAKS
REVIEW

32.

TAKS PRACTICE Which best describes the effect on

2 x 2 1 when the slope is doubled?
the graph of y 5 2}
3

Lesson 2.3;
TAKS Workbook

TAKS Obj. 3

4

y

y 5 2 23 x 2 1
1

A The y-intercept decreases.

24

22

1 2 3 4x
22
23
24

B The y-intercept increases.
C The x-intercept decreases.
D The x-intercept increases.
REVIEW

33.

Lesson 9.1;
TAKS Workbook

REVIEW
Lesson 2.1;
TAKS Workbook

TAKS PRACTICE What is the length of the line segment joining the points
(8, 3) and (2, 21)? TAKS Obj. 7
}

F 2Ï5
34.

}

G Ï 34

}

H 2Ï13

}

J 2Ï26

TAKS PRACTICE Which equation describes a relationship in which every
real number x corresponds to a negative real number y? TAKS Obj. 10

A y5x

B y 5 x2

EXTRA PRACTICE for Lesson 11.1, p. 1020

C y 5 ⏐2x⏐

D y 5 2⏐x⏐

ONLINE QUIZ at classzone.com
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Graphing
p
g
Calculatorr

ACTIVITY Use after Lesson 11.1
ACTIVITY

TEXAS

classzone.com
Keystrokes

11.1 Calculate One-V
TEKS

tics

a.1, a.5, a.6

QUESTION

EXAMPLE

How can you use a graphing calculator to find statistics?

Calculate statistics for a data set

The data set below gives the ages of the first 43 Presidents of the United States
when they first took office. Use a graphing calculator to find the mean, median,
range, and standard deviation of the data set.
57, 61, 57, 57, 58, 57, 61, 54, 68, 51, 49, 64, 50, 48, 65, 52, 56,
46, 54, 49, 51, 47, 55, 55, 54, 42, 51, 56, 55, 51, 54, 51, 60, 62,
43, 55, 56, 61, 52, 69, 64, 46, 54

STEP 1 Calculate statistics

STEP 2 Read statistics

Enter the data in list L1.
Then press
, choose
the CALC menu, and select
1-Var Stats.

The screen shows a list of
statistics. The mean is
}x ø 54.8. The standard
deviation is sx ø 6.15.

EDIT CALC TESTS
1:1-Var Stats
2:2-Var Stats
3:Med-Med
4:LinReg(ax+b)
5:QuadReg
6:CubicReg

STEP 3 Scroll down
Scroll down to find that the
median (Med) is 55. The range
is maxX 2 minX, or 27.

1-Var Stats
x=54.8372093
x=2358
x2=130930
Sx=6.217985559
x=6.145258079
n=43

PRACTICE
Use a graphing calculator to find the mean, median, range, and standard
deviation of the data set.
1. 43, 46, 47, 48, 51, 54, 58, 40, 52

2. 3.1, 2.7, 6.0, 5.6, 2.3, 2.0, 1.3, 3.4

3. 88, 83, 91, 82, 78, 81, 91, 95, 98

4. 19.4, 16.3, 12.7, 24.8, 19.2, 15.4

5. 110, 107, 101, 108, 106, 112, 104

6. 265, 252, 257, 298, 275, 281, 276

7. VICE PRESIDENTS’ AGES The data set below gives the ages of the

first 46 vice presidents of the United States when they first took
office. Use a graphing calculator to find the mean, median, range,
and standard deviation of the data set.
53, 53, 45, 65, 68, 42, 42, 50, 56, 50, 52, 49, 66, 36, 51, 56, 45, 61,
57, 51, 65, 64, 57, 52, 42, 52, 53, 58, 48, 59, 69, 64, 52, 60, 71, 40,
52, 53, 51, 60, 66, 49, 56, 41, 44, 59
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1-Var Stats
n=43
minX=42
Q1=51
Med=55
Q3=58
maxX=69

11.2
TEKS

a.1, 2A.1.B

Before
Now
Why?

Key Vocabulary
• mean, p. 744
• median, p. 744
• mode, p. 744
• range, p. 745
• standard deviation,
p. 745

Apply Transformations
to Data
You calculated statistics for data sets.
You will learn how transformations of data affect statistics.
So you can solve problems about space travel, as in Example 1.

The following statistics describe the data set 7, 12, 16, 20, and 20.
Mean: 15

Median: 16

Mode: 20

Range: 13

Std. Dev.: 5.0

Adding 10 to each data value produces the data set 17, 22, 26, 30, and 30. The
statistics for this data set are shown below.
Mean: 25

Median: 26

Mode: 30

Range: 13

Std. Dev.: 5.0

Notice that the mean, median, and mode have each increased by 10, but the
range and standard deviation are unchanged. These results can be generalized.

For Your Notebook

KEY CONCEPT
Adding a Constant to Data Values

When a constant is added to every value in a data set, the following are true:
• The mean, median, and mode of the new data set can be obtained by adding

the same constant to the mean, median, and mode of the original data set.
• The range and standard deviation are unchanged.

EXAMPLE 1

Add a constant to data values

ASTRONAUTS The data set below gives the weights (in pounds) on Earth of eight

astronauts without their space suits. A space suit weighs 250 pounds on Earth.
Find the mean, median, mode, range, and standard deviation of the weights of
the astronauts without their space suits and with their space suits.
142, 150, 155, 156, 160, 160, 166, 175
Solution
Weights without suits

Weights with suits

Mean

158

158 1 250 5 408

Median

158

158 1 250 5 408

Mode

160

160 1 250 5 410

Range

33

33 (unchanged)

Standard deviation

9.3

9.3 (unchanged)

11.2 Apply Transformations to Data
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TRANSFORMING DATA BY MULTIPLICATION Another type of transformation you
can apply to a data set is to multiply each data value by the same constant.

For Your Notebook

KEY CONCEPT
Multiplying Data Values by a Constant

When each value of a data set is multiplied by a constant, the new mean,
median, mode, range, and standard deviation can be found by multiplying
each original statistic by the same constant.

EXAMPLE 2

Multiply data values by a constant

OLYMPICS The data set below gives the winning distances (in meters) in the

men’s Olympic triple jump events from 1964 to 2004. Find the mean, median,
mode, range, and standard deviation of the distances in meters and of the
distances in feet. (Note: 1 meter ø 3.28 feet.)
16.85, 17.39, 17.35, 17.29, 17.35, 17.26, 17.61, 18.17, 18.09, 17.71, 17.79

Solution

✓

Distances in meters

Distances in feet

Mean

17.53

3.28(17.53) ø 57.50

Median

17.39

3.28(17.39) ø 57.04

Mode

17.35

3.28(17.35) ø 56.91

Range

1.32

3.28(1.32) ø 4.33

Standard deviation

0.37

3.28(0.37) ø 1.21

GUIDED PRACTICE

for Examples 1 and 2

1. ASTRONAUTS The Manned Maneuvering Unit (MMU) is equipment that

latches onto an astronaut’s space suit and enables the astronaut to move
around outside the spacecraft. The MMU weighs about 300 pounds on Earth.
Find the mean, median, mode, range, and standard deviation of the weights
of the astronauts in Example 1 with their space suits and MMUs.
2. WHAT IF? In Example 2, find the mean, median, mode, range, and standard

deviation of the distances in yards. (Note: 1 meter ø 1.09 yards.)
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11.2

EXERCISES

HOMEWORK
KEY

5 WORKED-OUT
SOLUTIONS
on p. WS1 for Exs. 5, 11, and 19
5 TAKS PRACTICE AND REASONING
Exs. 23, 24, 18, and 38
5 MULTIPLE REPRESENTATIONS
Exs. 23, 24, 18, and 38

SKILL PRACTICE
1. VOCABULARY Copy and complete: Multiplying each value in a data set by a

constant is an example of a(n) ? of the data.
Describe how adding the same constant to every value in a data
set affects the mean, median, mode, range, and standard deviation.

2. WRITING

EXAMPLE 1

ADDING A CONSTANT Find the mean, median, mode, range, and standard
deviation of the given data set and of the data set obtained by adding the given
constant to each data value.

on p. 751
for Exs. 3–9

3. 14, 15, 17, 17, 19, 21, 23; constant: 6

4. 31, 35, 38, 39, 42, 42, 48; constant: 18

5. 74, 76, 77, 77, 78, 81, 83; constant: 17

6. 178, 193, 204, 211, 211, 216; constant: 155

7. 53, 64, 51, 60, 53, 45, 66; constant: 221

8. 295, 279, 278, 282, 279, 301; constant: 245

9. ERROR ANALYSIS The standard deviation of a data

set is 10. Describe and correct the error in finding the
standard deviation if 3 is added to each data value.

New standard deviation:
10 1 3 5 13

EXAMPLE 2

MULTIPLYING BY A CONSTANT Find the mean, median, mode, range, and

on p. 752
for Exs. 10–16

standard deviation of the given data set and of the data set obtained by
multiplying each data value by the given constant.
10. 19, 23, 23, 26, 30, 31, 34; constant: 3

11. 58, 58, 59, 62, 64, 65, 67; constant: 4

12. 28, 31, 32, 35, 35, 39, 40; constant: 1.5

13. 88, 91, 99, 102, 102, 107; constant: 2.5

14. 130, 121, 132, 115, 130, 108; constant: 0.5

15. 222, 231, 222, 212, 250, 235; constant: 0.9

16.

TAKS REASONING The range of a data set is 21. Each value in the data set is
multiplied by 3. What is the new range?

A 7

B 21

C 24

D 63

17. CHALLENGE Let x1, x 2, . . . , xn be the values in a data set, and let }
x be the

mean of the data set. Show that the mean of ax1, ax2, . . . , axn is a }
x.

PROBLEM SOLVING
EXAMPLES
1 and 2

18. SALARIES The data set below gives the annual salaries (in thousands of

dollars) of nine DJs working at a local radio station.

on pp. 751–752
for Exs. 18–22

39, 29, 42.5, 28.5, 48, 45, 38, 36.5, 28.5
a. Find the mean, median, mode, range, and standard deviation of the salaries.
b. Each DJ receives an annual bonus of $1200. Find the mean, median,

mode, range, and standard deviation of the salaries including the bonus.
5&9"4
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19. CONSTRUCTION People who plaster ceilings sometimes walk on stilts.

This allows them to reach high ceilings without having to move a ladder.
The data set below gives the heights (in inches) of nine plasterers.
72, 73, 71, 66, 74, 68, 72, 69, 72
a. Find the mean, median, mode, range, and standard deviation of the

given heights.
b. The plasterers use stilts that are 28 inches high. Find the mean,

median, mode, range, and standard deviation of the plasterers’
heights with stilts.
"MHFCSB
20.

21.

at classzone.com

TAKS REASONING A teacher gives a test for which the mean of the
scores is 68 and the standard deviation is 15. The teacher decides to
scale the test scores by adding 10 points to each score. What are the
mean and standard deviation of the scaled test scores?

A mean: 68, standard deviation: 25

B mean: 78, standard deviation: 15

C mean: 78, standard deviation: 25

D mean: 78, standard deviation: 5

MULTIPLE REPRESENTATIONS The data set gives the winning distances
(in meters) in the women’s Olympic long jump event from 1952 to 2004.

6.24, 6.35, 6.37, 6.76, 6.82, 6.78, 6.72, 7.06, 6.96, 7.40, 7.14, 7.12, 6.99, 7.07
a. Find Statistics in Meters Find the mean, median, mode, range, and

standard deviation of the distances in meters.
b. Find Statistics in Feet Find the statistics listed in part (a) for the

distances in feet. (Note: 1 meter ø 3.28 feet.)
22.

TAKS REASONING The data set below gives the weights
(in pounds) of eight smokejumpers with their equipment.

287, 265, 273, 275, 295, 280, 290, 280
a. Find the mean, median, mode, range, and standard

deviation of the given weights.
b. The equipment each smokejumper carries weighs

about 115 pounds. Find the mean, median, mode,
range, and standard deviation of the weights of the
smokejumpers without their equipment. Explain
your reasoning.
23.

TAKS REASONING
The water temperature in an outdoor pool is
measured 12 times during a certain week. The temperatures (in degrees
Fahrenheit) are listed below.

74.5, 81.9, 72.5, 73.4, 78.4, 72.6, 76.8, 74.5, 77.6, 72.0, 79.2, 76.2
a. Find the mean, median, mode, range, and standard deviation of the

Fahrenheit temperatures.
b. Convert all of the Fahrenheit temperatures F to Celsius temperatures C
5 (F 2 32).
using the formula C 5 }
9
c. Find the mean, median, mode, range, and standard deviation of the

Celsius temperatures.
d. Describe the effects of converting from Fahrenheit to Celsius on the

measures of central tendency and dispersion.
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5 WORKED-OUT SOLUTIONS
on p. WS1

5 TAKS PRACTICE
AND REASONING

5 MULTIPLE
REPRESENTATIONS

24. WEATHER The graph shows the average rainfall (in centimeters) for New

!VERAGE RAINFALL CM

York’s Central Park during each month of the year. Find the mean, median,
mode, range, and standard deviation of the rainfall amounts in centimeters
and in inches. (Note: 1 centimeter ø 0.3937 inch.)
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25. CHALLENGE A company has 5 executives, 15 supervisors, and 80 production

workers. The salary ranges are $100,000–$140,000 for the executives,
$60,000–$90,000 for the supervisors, and $30,000–$50,000 for the production
workers. The mean of all the salaries is $49,500, and the median is $42,000.
Each supervisor gets a $5000 raise and no one else gets a raise. What are the
new mean and median? Explain.
TAKS PRACTICE at classzone.com

M IXED R EVIEW FOR TAKS
REVIEW

26.

Lesson 10.1;
TAKS Workbook

TAKS PRACTICE Maria packs 4 different pairs of shorts and 7 different
shirts for a vacation with her family. How many different outfits are possible?

TAKS Obj. 10

A 11
REVIEW

27.

TAKS Preparation
p. 902;
TAKS Workbook

B 18

C 28

TAKS PRACTICE The quadrilaterals
shown at the right are similar. What is
the value of x? TAKS Obj. 8

50
F }

56
G }

83
H }

J 27

3

4

D 30

25
36

x22
24

3

QUIZ for Lessons 11.1–11.2
Find the mean, median, mode, range, and standard deviation of the data set.
(p. 744)

1. 8, 5, 5, 9, 11, 15, 7, 11, 16

2. 18, 19, 23, 17, 19, 15, 14, 24, 21

3. 56, 45, 48, 47, 56, 55, 43, 44

4. 67, 70, 73, 68, 71, 73, 74, 73, 70

5. 145, 181, 163, 150, 158, 172, 159

6. 246, 231, 261, 244, 250, 232, 246, 258

7. DIGITAL CAMERAS The data set below gives the original prices of nine different

digital cameras at an electronics store. The store is offering a promotion in which all
digital cameras ordered online are 20% off. Find the mean, median, mode, range,
and standard deviation of the original prices and of the sale prices. (p. 751)
$120, $130, $150, $180, $230, $280, $320, $320, $350

EXTRA PRACTICE for Lesson 11.2, p. 1020
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Lessons 11.1–11.2
MULTIPLE CHOICE

5. TRACK AND FIELD The table shows the trial

1. TV PRICES The data set below gives the prices

of eight 13-inch color TVs sold by an online
electronics store. What is the mean of the TV
prices? TEKS 2A.1.B

times (in seconds) of four track-and-field
teammates in four trials of the 100 meter sprint
event. Which runner’s times have the lowest
standard deviation? TEKS 2A.1.B

$84, $75, $70, $100, $80, $120, $80, $75

Trial 1

Trial 2

Trial 3

Trial 4

A $76.13

B $80

Runner 1

11.3

13.4

11.1

12.5

C $85.50

D $87

Runner 2

11.8

12.3

12.5

11.9

Runner 3

13.2

11.8

11.5

12.9

Runner 4

12.2

11.1

13.4

12.6

2. SALE PRICES The online electronics store from

Exercise 1 is having a three-day sale in which
all 13-inch color TVs are 25% off. What is the
approximate standard deviation of the sale
prices of the eight 13-inch TVs in Exercise 1?

A Runner 1

TEKS a.1

B Runner 2

F $5.52

C Runner 3

G $7.27

D Runner 4

H $11.63

6. MOUNTAIN BIKES The data set below

J $12.43
3. TEMPERATURES The table below shows the

average temperature (in degrees Fahrenheit)
for each month of the year in Buffalo, New
York. What is the range of these temperatures?
TEKS 2A.1.B

gives the prices of 14 mountain bikes.
What is the approximate mean of
the prices? TEKS 2A.1.B
$155, $250, $290, $200, $150,
$200, $270, $670, $250, $230,
$200, $150, $270, $850
F $240

Average Monthly Temperatures
in Buffalo, NY

G $253

23.7, 24.6, 33.8, 45.1, 56.5, 65.8,
71.1, 68.9, 61.9, 51.1, 40.5, 29.1

H $295

A 24

B 45.2

C 46.4

D 46.6

4. SALARIES The data set below gives the

salaries (in thousands of dollars) of eight
employees of an advertising agency after they
receive an annual bonus of $2500. What is
the approximate mean of the salaries without
the annual bonus? TEKS 2A.1.B
49, 52, 46.5, 43, 59.5, 54, 49.5, 61.5
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F 48.3

G 49.4

H 51.9

J 54.4
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J $303
GRIDDED ANSWER

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

7. GOLF SCORES The data set below gives the

score of each member of a high school golf
team in the first round of the season.
76, 84, 81, 92, 87
In the last round of the season, all the golfers
decreased their scores by 2 strokes. What is the
average score in the last round? TEKS 2A.1.B

11.3
TEKS

a.1, 2A.1.B

Before
Now
Why?

Key Vocabulary
• normal distribution
• normal curve
• standard normal

distribution
• z-score

Use Normal
Distributions
You interpreted probability distributions.
You will study normal distributions.
So you can model animal populations, as in Example 3.

In Lesson 10.6, you studied probability distributions. One type of probability
distribution is a normal distribution. A normal distribution is modeled by a
bell-shaped curve called a normal curve that is symmetric about the mean.

For Your Notebook

KEY CONCEPT
Areas Under a Normal Curve

A normal distribution with mean }
x and standard deviation s has the
following properties:
• The total area under the related normal curve is 1.
• About 68% of the area lies within 1 standard deviation of the mean.
• About 95% of the area lies within 2 standard deviations of the mean.
• About 99.7% of the area lies within 3 standard deviations of the mean.
34%

INTERPRET
GRAPHS

68%

EXAMPLE 1

x1 σ
2
x1 σ
3σ

x1

x

13.5%
2.35%
0.15%

3
x2 σ
2σ
x2
σ

x1 σ
2
x1 σ
3σ

x

x1

3
x2 σ
2σ
x2
σ

99.7%

13.5%
2.35%
0.15%

x2

95%

x2

Find a normal probability

A normal distribution has mean }
x and standard deviation s. For a
randomly selected x-value from the distribution, find P(}
x 2 2s ≤ x ≤ }
x ).
Solution
34%

The probability that a randomly selected
x-value lies between between }
x 2 2s and }
x
is the shaded area under the normal curve
shown.

x

x1 σ
2
x1 σ
3σ

at classzone.com

x1

"MHFCSB

3
x2 σ
2σ
x2
σ

P( }
x 2 2s ≤ x ≤ }
x ) 5 0.135 1 0.34 5 0.475

13.5%

x2

An area under a normal
curve can be interpreted
either as a percentage
of the data values in
the distribution or as a
probability.

34%

11.3 Use Normal Distributions
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EXAMPLE 2

Interpret normally distributed data

HEALTH The blood cholesterol readings for a group of women are normally
distributed with a mean of 172 mg/dl and a standard deviation of 14 mg/dl.

READING
The abbreviation
“mg/dl” stands for
“milligrams per
deciliter.”

a. About what percent of the women have readings between 158 and 186?
b. Readings higher than 200 are considered undesirable. About what

percent of the readings are undesirable?
Solution
a. The readings of 158 and 186

b. A reading of 200 is two

represent one standard deviation
on either side of the mean, as
shown below. So, 68% of the
women have readings between
158 and 186.

standard deviations to the
right of the mean, as shown.
So, the percent of readings
that are undesirable is
2.35% 1 0.15%, or 2.5%.

68%

2.5%

130 144 158 172 186 200 214
Cholesterol readings

✓

GUIDED PRACTICE

130 144 158 172 186 200 214
Cholesterol readings

for Examples 1 and 2

A normal distribution has mean }
x and standard deviation s. Find the
indicated probability for a randomly selected x-value from the distribution.
1. P(x ≤ }
x)

2. P(x ≥ }
x)

4. P(}
x2s≤x≤}
x)

5. P(x ≤ }
x 2 3s)

3. P( }
x≤x≤}
x 1 2s)
6. P(x ≥ }
x 1 s)

7. WHAT IF? In Example 2, what percent of the women have readings between

172 and 200?

STANDARD NORMAL DISTRIBUTION The standard normal distribution is the

normal distribution with mean 0 and standard deviation 1. The formula below
can be used to transform x-values from a normal distribution with mean }
x and
standard deviation s into z-values having a standard normal distribution.

}

z5

Subtract the mean from the
given x-value, then divide by
the standard deviation.

2
z5 3
2
z5 2
2
1
z5
0
z5
1
z5
2
z5
3

x2x
Formula: z 5 }
s

The z-value for a particular x-value is called the z-score for the x-value and is the
number of standard deviations the x-value lies above or below the mean }
x.
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STANDARD NORMAL TABLE If z is a randomly selected value from a standard
normal distribution, you can use the table below to find the probability that
z is less than or equal to some given value. For example, the table shows that
P(z ≤ 20.4) 5 0.3446. You can find the value of P(z ≤ 20.4) in the table by finding
the value where row 20 and column .4 intersect.
Standard Normal Table
z
READING
In the table, the value
.00001 means “slightly
more than 0” and the
value 1.00002 means
“slightly less than 1.”

23
22
21
20
0
1
2
3

.0

.1

.2

.3

.4

.5

.6

.7

.8

.9

.0013

.0010

.0007

.0005

.0003

.0002

.0002

.0001

.0001

.00001

.0228

.0179

.0139

.0107

.0082

.0062

.0047

.0035

.0026

.0019

.1587

.1357

.1151

.0968

.0808

.0668

.0548

.0446

.0359

.0287

.5000

.4602

.4207

.3821

.3446

.3085

.2743

.2420

.2119

.1841

.5000

.5398

.5793

.6179

.6554

.6915

.7257

.7580

.7881

.8159

.8413

.8643

.8849

.9032

.9192

.9332

.9452

.9554

.9641

.9713

.9772

.9821

.9861

.9893

.9918

.9938

.9953

.9965

.9974

.9981

.9987

.9990

.9993

.9995

.9997

.9998

.9998

.9999

.9999

1.00002

You can also use the standard normal table to find probabilities for any
normal distribution by first converting values from the distribution to z-scores.

EXAMPLE 3

Use a z-score and the standard normal table

BIOLOGY Scientists conducted aerial surveys of a

seal sanctuary and recorded the number x of seals
they observed during each survey. The numbers
of seals observed were normally distributed with
a mean of 73 seals and a standard deviation of
14.1 seals. Find the probability that at most 50 seals
were observed during a survey.
Solution

STEP 1

Find the z-score corresponding to an x-value of 50.

}

x 2 x 5 50 2 73 ø 21.6
z5}
}
s

14.1

STEP 2 Use the table to find P(x ≤ 50) ø P(z ≤ 21.6).
The table shows that P(z ≤ 21.6) 5 0.0548. So, the probability that at
most 50 seals were observed during a survey is about 0.0548.
z
23
22
21
20
0

✓

.0

.1

.2

.3

.4

.5

.6

.7

.8

.9

.0013

.0010

.0007

.0005

.0003

.0002

.0002

.0001

.0001

.00001

.0228

.0179

.0139

.0107

.0082

.0062

.0047

.0035

.0026

.0019

.1587

.1357

.1151

.0968

.0808

.0668

.0548

.0446

.0359

.0287

.5000

.4602

.4207

.3821

.3446

.3085

.2743

.2420

.2119

.1841

.5000

.5398

.5793

.6179

.6554

.6915

.7257

.7580

.7881

.8159

GUIDED PRACTICE

for Example 3

8. WHAT IF? In Example 3, find the probability that at most 90 seals were

observed during a survey.
9. REASONING Explain why it makes sense that P(z ≤ 0) 5 0.5.

11.3 Use Normal Distributions
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11.3

EXERCISES

HOMEWORK
KEY

5 WORKED-OUT SOLUTIONS
on p. WS1 for Exs. 3, 11, and 33
5 TAK S PRACTICE AND REA SONING
Exs . 17, 18, 28, 35, 37, and 38
Exs.

SKILL PRACTICE
1. VOCABULARY Copy and complete: A(n) ? is a bell-shaped curve that is

symmetric about the mean.
2. WRITING
★ WRITING Describe how to use the standard normal table to find P(z ≤ 1.4).
EXAMPLE 1

FIND A NORMAL PROBABILITY A normal distribution has mean }
x and standard

on p. 757
for Exs. 3–10

deviation s. Find the indicated probability for a randomly selected x-value from
the distribution.
3. P(x ≤ }
x 2 s)

4. P(x ≥ }
x 1 2s)

6. P(x ≥ }
x 2 s)

} 1 s)
7. P( }
x2s≤x≤x

5. P(x ≤ }
x 1 s)

8. P( }
x 2 3s ≤ x ≤ }
x)

USING A NORMAL CURVE Give the percent of the area under the normal curve
represented by the shaded region.

on p. 758
for Exs. 11–18

x1

3
x2 σ
2σ

x2

x1
EXAMPLE 2

2
x1 σ
3σ

10.

σ

9.

NORMAL DISTRIBUTIONS A normal distribution has a mean of 33 and a
standard deviation of 4. Find the probability that a randomly selected x-value
from the distribution is in the given interval.

11. Between 29 and 37

12. Between 33 and 45

13. Between 21 and 41

14. At least 25

15. At least 29

16. At most 37

17. ★ MULTIPLE
CHOICE A normal distribution has a mean of 84 and a standard
TAKS REASONING

deviation of 5. What is the probability that a randomly selected x-value from
the distribution is between 74 and 94?
A 0.475
18.

on p. 759
for Exs. 19–27

760

C 0.95

D 0.997

TAKS REASONING A normal distribution has a mean of 51 and a standard
deviation of 3. What is the probability that a randomly selected x-value from
the distribution is at most 48?

A 0.025
EXAMPLE 3

B 0.68

B 0.16

C 0.84

D 0.975

STANDARD NORMAL TABLE A normal distribution has a mean of 64 and a
standard deviation of 7. Use the standard normal table on page 759 to find the
indicated probability for a randomly selected x-value from the distribution.

19. P(x ≤ 68)

20. P(x ≤ 80)

21. P(x ≤ 45)

22. P(x ≤ 54)

23. P(x ≤ 64)

24. P(x > 59)

25. P(x > 75)

26. P(60 < x ≤ 75)

27. P(45 < x ≤ 65)

Chapter 11 Data Analysis and Statistics

28. ★ TAKS REASONING Let x be a randomly selected value from a normal

distribution with mean 80 and standard deviation 10. If P(x ≤ k) 5 0.9192,
what is the value of k? Explain.

29. ERROR ANALYSIS In a study, the wheat

x2}
x 5 3.8 2 4 5 20.8
z5}
}

yields (in bushels) for several plots of
land were normally distributed with
a mean of 4 bushels and a standard
deviation of 0.25 bushel. Describe
and correct the error in finding the
probability that a plot yielded at least
3.8 bushels.

s

0.25

From the standard normal table,
P(z ≥ 20.8) 5 0.2119. So, the
probability that a plot yielded at
least 3.8 bushels is 0.2119.

30. CHALLENGE A normal curve is defined by an equation of this form:
x
1 x2{

2

1}
s 2
1 e2 }
2
y5}
}
sÏ 2p

a. Graphing Calculator Graph three equations of the given form. The

equations should use the same mean but different standard deviations.
b. Reasoning Describe the effect of the standard deviation on the shape of a

normal curve.

PROBLEM SOLVING
EXAMPLES
2 and 3
on pp. 758–759
for Exs. 31–34

31. BIOLOGY The illustration shows a housefly at several times its

actual size and indicates the fly’s wing length. A study found
that the wing lengths of houseflies are normally distributed
with a mean of about 4.6 millimeters and a standard
deviation of about 0.4 millimeter. What is the probability that
a randomly selected housefly has a wing length of at least
5 millimeters?
5&9"4

GPSQSPCMFNTPMWJOHIFMQBUDMBTT[POFDPN

32. FIRE DEPARTMENT The time a fire department takes to arrive at the scene

of an emergency is normally distributed with a mean of 6 minutes and a
standard deviation of 1 minute.
a. What is the probability that the fire department takes at most 8 minutes

to arrive at the scene of an emergency?
b. What is the probability that the fire department takes between

4 minutes and 7 minutes to arrive at the scene of an emergency?
5&9"4
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33. MULTI-STEP PROBLEM Boxes of cereal are filled by a machine. Tests of the

machine’s accuracy show that the amount of cereal in each box varies. The
weights are normally distributed with a mean of 20 ounces and a standard
deviation of 0.25 ounce.
a. Find the z-scores for weights of 19.4 ounces and 20.4 ounces.
b. What is the probability that a randomly selected cereal box weighs at

most 19.4 ounces?
c. What is the probability that a randomly selected cereal box weighs

between 19.4 ounces and 20.4 ounces? Explain your reasoning.
11.3 Use Normal Distributions
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34. BOTANY The guayule plant, which grows in the southwestern

United States and in Mexico, is one of several plants that can be
used as a source of rubber. In a large group of guayule plants,
the heights of the plants are normally distributed with a mean
of 12 inches and a standard deviation of 2 inches.
a. What percent of the plants are taller than 16 inches?
b. What percent of the plants are at most 13 inches?
c. What percent of the plants are between 7 inches and

14 inches?
d. What percent of the plants are at least 3 inches taller than or
Guayule plants

shorter than the mean height?
35.

TAKS REASONING
Lisa and Ann took different college entrance
tests. The scores on the test that Lisa took are normally distributed
with a mean of 20 points and a standard deviation of 4.2 points. The
scores on the test that Ann took are normally distributed with a mean
of 500 points and a standard deviation of 90 points. Lisa scored 30 on
her test, and Ann scored 610 on her test.

a. Calculate Find the z-score for Lisa’s test score.
b. Calculate Find the z-score for Ann’s test score.
c. Interpret Which student scored better on her college entrance test?

Explain your reasoning.
36. CHALLENGE According to a survey by the National Center for Health

Statistics, the heights of adult men in the United States are normally
distributed with a mean of 69 inches and a standard deviation of
2.75 inches.
a. If you randomly choose 3 adult men, what is the probability that all of

them are more than 6 feet tall?
b. What is the probability that 5 randomly selected men all have heights

between 65 inches and 75 inches?
TAKS PRACTICE at classzone.com

M IXED R EVIEW FOR TAKS
REVIEW

37.

Lesson 1.2;
TAKS Workbook

REVIEW
Lesson 10.4;
TAKS Workbook

TAKS PRACTICE What is the value of 5x 2 2 2x 1 3 when x 5 23? TAKS Obj. 2

A 248
38.

C 41

D 54

TAKS PRACTICE The table shows the regions of the United States in which
the Presidents in office from 1853 through 2005 were born. What is the
probability that a President chosen at random was born in the South or was a
Republican? TAKS Obj. 9

Midwest

Northeast

South

West

Democrat

2

6

4

0

Republican

9

5

3

1

1
F }
10
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B 236

11
G }
15

EXTRA PRACTICE for Lesson 11.3, p. 1020

4
H }
5

5
J }
6
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Extension
Use after Lesson 11.3

Approximate Binomial
Distributions and Test Hypotheses
TEKS

a.1

GOAL Use normal distributions to approximate binomial distributions.
In Lesson 10.6, you found probabilities related to a binomial distribution using
the formula P(k) 5 nCk p k (1 2 p) n 2 k . However, it can be tedious to use this
formula when the number of probabilities to compute is large. In such cases,
you may be able to use a normal distribution to approximate the binomial
distribution.

For Your Notebook

KEY CONCEPT

Normal Approximation of a Binomial Distribution
Consider the binomial distribution consisting of n trials with probability p of
success on each trial. If np ≥ 5 and n(1 2 p) ≥ 5, then the binomial distribution
can be approximated by a normal distribution with the following mean and
standard deviation.
Mean: }
x 5 np

EXAMPLE 1

}

Standard Deviation: s 5 Ï np(1 2 p)

Find a binomial probability

SURVEYS According to a survey conducted by the Harris Poll, 24% of adults in

the United States say that their favorite leisure-time activity is reading. You are
conducting a random survey of 250 adults. What is the probability that you will
find at most 53 adults who say that reading is their favorite leisure-time activity?
Solution
CHECK
REASONABLENESS
In Example 1, note that
np 5 60 ≥ 5
and that
n(1 2 p) 5 190 ≥ 5.
So, it is reasonable
to use a normal
approximation.

The number x of adults in your survey who say reading is their favorite leisuretime activity has a binomial distribution with n 5 250 and p 5 0.24. To solve the
problem using the binomial probability formula, you would have to calculate the
following:
P(x ≤ 53) 5 P(x 5 0) 1 P(x 5 1) 1 P(x 5 2) 1 . . . 1 P(x 5 53)
This would be tedious. Instead, you can approximate the answer using a normal
distribution with the mean and standard deviation given below.

}x 5 np 5 250(0.24) 5 60
}

}}

s 5 Ïnp(1 2 p) 5 Ï 250(0.24)(0.76) ø 7

Find mean.
Find standard deviation.

For this normal distribution, 53 is about one
standard deviation to the left of the mean.
Therefore:
P(x ≤ 53) ø 0.0015 1 0.0235 1 0.135 5 0.16
c The probability that at most 53 of the people
surveyed say reading is their favorite leisuretime activity is about 0.16.

0.16
39 46 53 60 67 74 81
People that answered “reading”

Extension: Approximate Binomial Distributions and Test Hypotheses
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HYPOTHESIS TESTING You can use the following procedure to test a hypothesis
about a statistical measure for a population.

For Your Notebook

KEY CONCEPT
Hypothesis Testing

STEP 1

CHOOSE
CRITERION
In Step 3, some
statisticians use
p < 0.1 or p < 0.01 as a
condition for rejecting a
hypothesis.

State the hypothesis you are testing. The hypothesis should make
a statement about some statistical measure of a population (such
as the percent of the population that has a certain characteristic).

STEP 2 Collect data from a random sample of the population and compute
the statistical measure of the sample.

STEP 3 Assume that the hypothesis is true and calculate the resulting
probability p of obtaining the sample statistical measure or a more
extreme sample statistical measure. If this probability is small
(typically p < 0.05), you should reject the hypothesis.

EXAMPLE 2

Test a hypothesis

FIREFIGHTING A recent Harris Poll claimed that 48% of adults consider

firefighting to be a prestigious occupation. To test this finding, you survey
40 adults and find that 15 of them do consider firefighting a prestigious
occupation. Should you reject the Harris Poll’s findings? Explain.
Solution

STEP 1

State the hypothesis.

48% of adults consider firefighting a prestigious occupation.

STEP 2 Collect data and calculate a statistical measure.
In your survey, 15 out of 40 people, or 37.5%, consider firefighting to be
a prestigious occupation.

STEP 3 Assume that the hypothesis in Step 1 is true. Find the resulting
probability that you could randomly select 15 or fewer adults out of 40
who consider firefighting a prestigious occupation. This probability is
P(x ≤ 15) 5 P(x 5 0) 1 P(x 5 1) 1 P(x 5 2) 1 . . . 1 P(x 5 15)
where each term in the sum is a binomial probability with n 5 40 and
p 5 0.48.
You can approximate the binomial distribution with a normal
distribution having the following mean and standard deviation:

}x 5 np 5 40(0.48) 5 19.2
}

}}

s 5 Ïnp(1 2 p) 5 Ï 40(0.48)(0.52) ø 3.16
Using a z-score and the standard normal table on page 759 gives:
15 2 19.2 ø P(z ≤ 21.3) 5 0.0968
P(x ≤ 15) ø P z ≤ }

1

3.16

2

c So, if it is true that 48% of adults consider firefighting a prestigious occupation,
then there is about a 10% probability of finding 15 or fewer adults who consider
firefighting prestigious in a random sample of 40 adults. With a probability this
large, you should not reject the hypothesis.
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PRACTICE
EXAMPLE 1

APPROXIMATING BINOMIAL DISTRIBUTIONS Find the mean and standard

on p. 763
for Exs. 1–18

deviation of a normal distribution that approximates the binomial distribution
with n trials and probability p of success on each trial.
1. n 5 24, p 5 0.4

2. n 5 40, p 5 0.6

3. n 5 46, p 5 0.3

4. n 5 55, p 5 0.15

5. n 5 36, p 5 0.7

6. n 5 66, p 5 0.2

7. n 5 110, p 5 0.08

8. n 5 125, p 5 0.35

9. n 5 140, p 5 0.75

COLORBLINDNESS Use the fact that approximately 4% of people are
colorblind. Consider a class of 460 students.

10. What is the probability that 15 or fewer students are colorblind?
11. What is the probability that 12 or more students are colorblind?
12. What is the probability that between 6 and 18 students are

colorblind?
LEFT-HANDEDNESS Use the fact that approximately 9% of people are
left-handed. Consider a high school with 1221 students.

Color vision test

13. What is the probability that at least 140 students are left-handed?
14. What is the probability that at most 100 students are left-handed?
15. What is the probability that between 80 and 130 students are left-handed?
MYOPIA Use the fact that myopia, or nearsightedness, is a condition that affects
approximately 25% of the adult population in the United States. Consider a
random sample of 192 U.S. adults.

16. What is the probability that 42 or more people are nearsighted?
17. What is the probability that 66 or fewer people are nearsighted?
18. What is the probability that between 36 and 60 people are nearsighted?
EXAMPLE 2
on p. 764
for Exs. 19–22

19. SURVEYS A survey that asked people in the United States about their

feelings of personal well-being found that 85% are generally happy. To test
this finding, you question 26 people at random and find that 19 consider
themselves generally happy. Would you reject the survey’s findings? Explain.
20. CLASS RINGS You read an article that claims only 30% of graduating seniors

will buy a class ring. To test this claim, you survey 15 randomly selected
seniors in your school and find that 4 are planning to buy a class ring. Should
you reject the article’s claim? Explain.
21. COMPUTERS A manufacturer of personal computers claims that under

normal work use only 1% of its computers will fail to operate at some point
during a month. A small business uses 40 of the manufacturer’s computers
under normal work use and has 2 failures in a month. Would you reject the
manufacturer’s claim? Explain.
22. JUICE PREFERENCES A company that makes bottled juices has created a

new brand of apple juice. The company claims 80% of people prefer the new
apple juice over a competitor’s apple juice. A taste test is conducted to test
this claim. Of 20 people, 12 prefer the new apple juice. Would you reject the
company’s claim? Explain.
Extension: Approximate Binomial Distributions and Test Hypotheses
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11.4
TEKS

a.1, a.5,
a.6, 2A.2.A

Before
Now
Why?

Key Vocabulary
• population
• sample
• unbiased sample
• biased sample
• margin of error

Select and Draw Conclusions
from Samples
You used statistics to describe sets of data.
You will study different sampling methods for collecting data.
So you can interpret the results of a survey, as in Ex. 27.

A population is a group of people or objects that you want information about.
When it is too difficult, time-consuming, or expensive to survey everyone in a
population, information is gathered from a sample, or subset, of the population.
Some methods for selecting a sample are described below.

In a self-selected sample, members of a
population can volunteer to be in the
sample.

In a systematic sample, a rule is used
to select members of a population,
such as selecting every other person.

In a convenience sample, easy-to-reach
members of a population are selected,
such as those in the first row.

In a random sample, each member of
a population has an equal chance of
being selected.

EXAMPLE 1

Classify samples

BASEBALL A sportswriter wants to survey college baseball coaches about
whether they think wooden bats should be mandatory throughout college
baseball. Identify the type of sample described.

a. The sportswriter contacts only the coaches that he has cell phone

numbers for in order to get quick responses.
b. The sportswriter mails out surveys to all the coaches and uses only the

surveys that are returned.
Solution
a. The sportswriter selected coaches that are easily accessible. So, the

sample is a convenience sample.
b. The coaches can choose whether or not to respond. So, the sample is a

self-selected sample.
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BIAS IN SAMPLING In order to draw accurate conclusions about a population
from a sample, you should select an unbiased sample. An unbiased sample is
representative of the population you want information about. A sample that
overrepresents or underrepresents part of the population is a biased sample.

EXAMPLE 2

Identify a biased sample

CONCERT ATTENDANCE The manager of a concert hall wants to know how often
people in the community attend concerts. The manager asks 50 people standing
in line for a rock concert how many concerts per year they attend. Tell whether
the sample is biased or unbiased. Explain your reasoning.

Solution
The sample is biased because people standing in line for a rock concert are more
likely to attend concerts than people in general.

CHOOSING UNBIASED SAMPLES Although there are many ways of sampling
a population, a random sample is preferred because it is most likely to be
representative of the population.

EXAMPLE 3

Choose an unbiased sample

SENIOR CLASS PROM You are a member of the prom committee. You want to poll
members of the senior class to find out where they want to hold the prom. There
are 324 students in the senior class. Describe a method for selecting a random
sample of 40 seniors to poll.

Solution

STEP 1

Make a list of all 324 seniors. Assign each senior a different integer

from 1 to 324.

STEP 2 Generate 40 unique random integers
from 1 to 324 using the randInt feature of
a graphing calculator. The screen at the
right shows six such random integers.
If while generating the integers you
obtain a duplicate, discard it and
generate a new, unique integer as a
replacement.

randInt(1,324)
184
1
106
215
67
213

STEP 3 Choose the 40 students that correspond to
the 40 integers you generated in Step 2.

✓

GUIDED PRACTICE

for Examples 1, 2, and 3

1. SCHOOL WEBSITE A computer science teacher wants to know if students

would like the morning announcements posted on the school’s website. He
surveys students in one of his computer science classes. Identify the type of
sample described, and tell whether the sample is biased.
2. WHAT IF? In Example 3, what is another method you could use to generate a

random sample of 40 students?

11.4 Select and Draw Conclusions from Samples
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SAMPLE SIZE When conducting a survey, you need to make the size of your
sample large enough so that it accurately represents the population. As the
sample size increases, the margin of error decreases.

The margin of error gives a limit on how much the responses of the sample
would differ from the responses of the population. For example, if 40% of the
people in a poll prefer candidate A, and the margin of error is 64%, then it is
likely that between 36% and 44% of the entire population prefer candidate A.

For Your Notebook

KEY CONCEPT
Margin of Error Formula

When a random sample of size n is taken from a large population, the margin
of error is approximated by this formula:
1

Margin of error 5 6}
}
Ïn
This means that if the percent of the sample responding a certain way is
p (expressed as a decimal), then the percent of the population that would
1 and p 1 1 .
respond the same way is likely to be between p 2 }
}
}
}
Ïn
Ïn

EXAMPLE 4

Find a margin of error

MEDIA SURVEY In a survey of 1011 people,
.BJO4PVSDFPG/FXT

52% said that television is their main
source of news.
a. What is the margin of error for the

4ELEVISION 

survey?

.EWSPAPER 

b. Give an interval that is likely to

2ADIO 

contain the exact percent of all
people who use television as their
main source of news.

)NTERNET 
/THER 

Solution
a. Use the margin of error formula.
1

Margin of error 5 6}
}
Ïn
1

Write margin of error formula.

5 6}
}
Ï1011

Substitute 1011 for n.

ø 60.031

Use a calculator.

c The margin of error for the survey is about 63.1%.
b. To find the interval, subtract and add 3.1% to the percent of people

surveyed who said television is their main source of news (52%).
52% 2 3.1% 5 48.9%

52% 1 3.1% 5 55.1%

c It is likely that the exact percent of all people who use television as their
main source of news is between 48.9% and 55.1%.
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EXAMPLE 5

TAKS PRACTICE: Multiple Choice

A polling company conducts a poll for a U.S. presidential election. The
margin of error is 66%. How many people did the company survey?
A 36

B 278

C 400

D 2780

Solution

REVIEW RADICALS
For help with solving
equations involving
square roots, see p. 452.

Use the margin of error formula.
1

Margin of error 5 6}
}
Ïn
1

60.06 5 6}
}
Ïn
1
0.0036 5 }
n

n ø 278

Write margin of error formula.
Substitute 60.06 for margin of error.
Square each side.
Solve for n.

There were 278 people surveyed.
c The correct answer is B. A B C D

✓

GUIDED PRACTICE

for Examples 4 and 5

3. INTERNET In a survey of 1202 people, 11% said that they use the Internet

or e-mail more than 10 hours per week. What is the margin of error for the
survey? How many people would need to be surveyed to reduce the margin
of error to 62%?

11.4

EXERCISES

HOMEWORK
KEY

5 WORKED-OUT SOLUTIONS
on p. WS1 for Exs. 7, 19, and 29
5 TAKS PRACTICE AND REASONING
Exs. 14, 23, 29, 31, 33, and 34

SKILL PRACTICE
1. VOCABULARY Copy and complete: A sample for which each member of a

population has an equal chance of being selected is a(n) ? sample.
2. WRITING

Describe the difference between an unbiased sample and a
biased sample.

EXAMPLES
1 and 2
on pp. 766–767
for Exs. 3–5

CLASSIFYING SAMPLES Identify the type of sample described. Then tell if the

sample is biased. Explain your reasoning.
3. A taxicab company wants to know if its customers are satisfied with the

service. Each driver surveys every tenth customer during the day.
4. A town council wants to know if residents support having an off-leash area

for dogs in the town park. Eighty dog owners are surveyed at the park.
5. An English teacher needs to pick 5 students to present book reports to the

class. The teacher writes the names of all students in the class on pieces of
paper, puts the pieces in a hat, and chooses 5 names without looking.
11.4 Select and Draw Conclusions from Samples
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EXAMPLE 4

FINDING MARGIN OF ERROR Find the margin of error for a survey that has the

on p. 768
for Exs. 6–14

given sample size. Round your answer to the nearest tenth of a percent.
6. 260
10. 3275

7. 1000
11. 525

8. 750

9. 6400

12. 2024

13. 10,000

14. ★ TAKS REASONING In a survey of 2000 voters, 45% said they planned to vote

for candidate A. What is the margin of error for the survey?
A 61.8%

B 62.2%

C 63.6%

D 64.5%

EXAMPLE 5

FINDING SAMPLE SIZES Find the sample size required to achieve the given

on p. 769
for Exs. 15–23

margin of error. Round your answer to the nearest whole number.
15. 63%

16. 68%

17. 610%

18. 64.2%

19. 65.6%

20. 61.5%

21. 66.5%

22. 62.5%

23. ★ TAKS REASONING The margin of error for a poll is 62%. What is the size of

the sample?
A 200

B 400

C 1000

24. ERROR ANALYSIS In a survey of high

D 2500
1
Ïn

60.13 5 6}
}

school students, 13% said that they play
basketball regularly. The margin of
error is 64%. Describe and correct the
error in calculating the sample size.

0.0169 5 }1
n

n ø 59

25. REASONING A survey claims the percent of a city’s residents that favor

building a new football stadium is likely between 52.3% and 61.7%. How
many people were surveyed?
26. CHALLENGE Suppose a random sample of size n is required to produce a

margin of error of 6E. Write an expression in terms of n for the sample size
1
2

needed to reduce the margin of error to 6}E. By how many times must
the sample size be increased in order to cut the margin of error in half?

PROBLEM SOLVING
EXAMPLES
3, 4, and 5
on pp. 767–769
for Exs. 27–31

27. VACATION SURVEY In a survey of 439 teenagers in the United States, 14%

said that they worked during their summer vacation.
a. What is the margin of error for the survey?
b. Give an interval that is likely to contain the exact percent of all U.S.

teenagers who worked during their summer vacation.
5&9"4

GPSQSPCMFNTPMWJOHIFMQBUDMBTT[POFDPN

28. NEWSLETTER The staff for a student newsletter wants to conduct a survey

of students’ favorite TV shows. There are 1225 students in the school. The
newsletter staff would like to survey 250 students. Describe a method for
selecting an unbiased, random sample of students.
5&9"4
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5 WORKED-OUT SOLUTIONS
on p. WS1

5 TAKS PRACTICE
AND REASONING

29.

TAKS REASONING Based on the newspaper report shown below, is it
reasonable to assume that Kosta is certain to win the election? Explain.
4ODAYS .EWS

%,%#4)/.2%0/24
)N A TELEPHONE POLL LOCAL VOTERS WERE ASKED WHICH
MAYORAL CANDIDATE THEY PLANNED TO VOTE FOR IN THE
UPCOMING ELECTION 4HE MARGIN OF ERROR IS 


+OSTA

4HIS POLL SHOWS AN INCREASE OF  FOR +OSTA
SINCE THE BEGINNING OF THE YEAR WHILE SUPPORT
FOR -URDOCK CONTINUES TO DECLINE


-URDOCK

30. MULTI-STEP PROBLEM A Gallup Youth Survey reported that 23% of

students surveyed, or about 181 students, say that math is their favorite
subject in school.
a. How many students were surveyed?
b. What is the margin of error for the survey?
c. Give an interval that is likely to contain the exact percent of all students

who would say that math is their favorite subject.
31.

A survey reported that 235 out of 500 voters in a
TAKS REASONING
sample voted for candidate A and the remainder voted for candidate B.
a. Find Percents What percent of the voters in the sample voted for

candidate A? for candidate B?
b. Find Margin of Error What is the margin of error for the survey?
c. Find Intervals For each candidate, find an interval that is likely to

contain the exact percent of all voters who voted for the candidate.
d. Reasoning Based on your intervals, can you be confident that candidate B

won? If not, how many people in the sample would need to vote for
candidate B for you to be confident of her victory? (Hint: Find the least
number of voters for candidate B such that the intervals do not overlap.)
32. CHALLENGE In a survey, 52% of the respondents said they prefer cola X and

48% said they prefer cola Y. How many people would have to be surveyed
for you to be confident that cola X is truly preferred by more than half the
population? Explain your reasoning.
TAKS PRACTICE at classzone.com

M IXED R EVIEW FOR TAKS
REVIEW

33.

Lesson 4.4;
TAKS Workbook

TAKS PRACTICE What is the solution set for the equation
5x2 2 7x 1 6 5 3x2 1 4x 2 8? TAKS Obj. 5

A
REVIEW
TAKS Preparation
p. 408;
TAKS Workbook

34.

7
24, 2}
2

B

7
24, }
2

7
22, }

C

}
TAKS PRACTICE In the figure, MN is parallel
}
}
}
to QP, MQ is perpendicular to QP, and m∠ MNR

7
2, }

D

2

M

2

N
R

is 1458. What is m∠ RPQ? TAKS Obj. 6
F 908

G 1058

H 1258

J 1358

EXTRA PRACTICE for Lesson 11.4, p. 1020

P

P

ONLINE QUIZ at classzone.com
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Extension
Use after Lesson 11.4

Design Surveys and Experiments
TEKS

a.1, 2A.1.B

GOAL Write unbiased survey questions and unflawed experimental procedures.
Key Vocabulary
• biased question
• experimental group
• control group

When designing a survey, it is important that the survey
questions be carefully written. If a question is poorly
written, then the responses of the people surveyed may
not accurately reflect their opinions or actions. These
types of flawed questions are called biased questions.
There are several reasons why a question may be biased:
• The question may encourage the respondent to answer

in a particular way.
• The question may be perceived as too sensitive to

answer truthfully.
• The question may not provide the respondent with

enough information to give an accurate opinion.
Bias may also be introduced through the order in which the questions are
asked or may result when the person conducting the interview intentionally or
unintentionally influences the responses of those interviewed.

EXAMPLE 1

Identify and correct bias in survey questions

Tell why the question may be biased. Describe how to correct the flaw.
a. “Many national parks are being heavily damaged by acid rain. Do you

favor government funding to help prevent acid rain?”
This is an example of a leading question. Respondents may think a “no”
response means they are not in favor of supporting national parks. In
this way, the question encourages the respondent to answer “yes.”
A better way to ask this question is to eliminate the first sentence and
just ask, “Do you favor government funding to help prevent acid rain?”
b. “Do you agree with the amendments to the Clean Air Act?”

The question assumes that the respondent is familiar with the
amendments to the Clean Air Act. Responses by people unfamiliar
with the amendments could lead to misleading conclusions.
A better way to ask this question is to first state each amendment and
then ask, “Do you agree with this amendment?”
c. Police officers ask mall visitors, “Do you wear your seat belt regularly?”

Many motorists may answer untruthfully because a police officer is
asking the question, especially if the law requires seat belt use. The
data collected might not accurately represent the percent of people
who wear seat belts regularly.
In this case, the correction is to have the question be asked by someone
not involved in law enforcement.
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EXPERIMENTS An experiment is often conducted with two groups. One group,
called the experimental group, undergoes some procedure or treatment. The
other group, called the control group, does not undergo the procedure or
treatment.

In a well-designed experiment, everything else about the experimental group
and the control group is as similar as possible so that the effect of the procedure
or treatment can be determined.

EXAMPLE 2

Identify flaws in an experiment

RESEARCH A drug company conducts an experiment to test whether a new pain

relief medication is effective at relieving headaches. The experimental group
consists of college students who are given the medication. The control group
consists of college professors who are not given the medication.
The company finds that the headaches of people in the experimental group are
of shorter duration than those of people in the control group. As a result, the
company concludes that the medication is effective. Identify any flaws in this
experiment, and describe how they can be corrected.
Solution
On average, college students are likely to be younger than college professors. So,
it could be age rather than the medication that explains why the experimental
group had shorter-lasting headaches than the control group.
To correct this flaw, the drug company could redesign the experiment so that the
ages of the people in the experimental group are similar to the ages of the people
in the control group.

PRACTICE
EXAMPLE 1
on p. 772
for Exs. 1–6

In Exercises 1–6, tell why the question may be biased. Describe how to correct
the flaw.
1. “Do you agree that building a beautiful new baseball stadium would be a

good investment for the city to make?”
2. “A survey of the voters in this state shows that 85% favor a tax cut. Do you

favor a tax cut?”
3. A dentist asks her patients, “Do you floss every day?”
4. “Don’t you think that renovating the old town hall would be a mistake?”
5. “Do you think the defendant in the Carter case was given a fair trial?”
6. “Which city council candidate’s platform do you support?”
EXAMPLE 2
on p. 773
for Ex. 7

7. EDUCATION A research company conducts an experiment to test whether a

new mathematics software program will increase test scores of students. The
experimental group consists of students enrolled in Algebra 2 who are given
the software. The control group consists of students enrolled in Algebra 1
who are not given the software.
The company finds that the students in the experimental group test higher
than the students in the control group and concludes that the software is
effective at increasing test scores. Identify any flaws in the experiment, and
describe how they can be corrected.
Extension: Design Surveys and Experiments
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Investigating
g
g
Algebra

ACTIVITY Use before Lesson 11.5

TEXAS

classzone.com
Keystrokes

11.5 Fitting a Model to Data

TEKS

2A.1.B

M AT E R I A L S • 20 index cards • graphing calculator

QUESTION

How can you choose a mathematical model for a data set?

In this activity, you will measure the time it takes to learn a new task as it
becomes more familiar. You will then find a function that models the data
you collect. Work with a partner.

EXPLORE

Collect data on learning time

STEP 1 Perform task

STEP 2 Record data

Write a different word on each
index card. Shuffle the cards,
then have your partner put
them in alphabetical order.
Measure the time your partner
takes to complete the task.

DR AW CONCLUSIONS

Have your partner repeat the
task described in Step 1 at
least five more times. Record
your partner’s completion
times in a table like the one
shown below.
Task
number

Time
(sec)

1

89

2

70

3

64

4

58

5

58

6

57

STEP 3 Make scatter plot
Let x be the task number and
let y be the completion time.
Use a graphing calculator to
make a scatter plot of the data
pairs (x, y) from the table in
Step 2.

Use your observations to complete these exercises

1. Describe the pattern shown in your scatter plot from Step 3. Explain

why the pattern makes sense.
2. Find a function that is a good model for the data in your scatter plot.

You can use one of the graphing calculator’s regression features to find
a model, or you may experiment with other types of functions that the
regression features cannot generate.
3. Use the function you chose in Exercise 2 to predict the time your

partner would take to alphabetize the index cards on the 10th trial.
4. Work with a second partner and repeat the experiment. Find a

mathematical model to describe this partner’s learning times. Do you
get similar or different results? Explain why you might expect similar
or different results.
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11.5
TEKS

2A.1.B

Before
Now
Why?

Key Vocabulary
• linear function,
p. 75
• quadratic function,
p. 236
• cubic function,
p. 337
• exponential
function, p. 478
• power function,
p. 531

Choose the Best Model
for Two-Variable Data
You wrote different types of functions to model sets of data.
You will choose the best model to represent a set of data.
So you can relate engine speed and horsepower, as in Ex. 14.

You have used the functions shown
at the right to model sets of data.
To find the best model for a set of data
pairs (x, y), make a scatter plot of the
data and determine the type of function
suggested by the pattern in the data
points. Then find a model of this type
using one of the regression features of a
graphing calculator.

EXAMPLE 1

Function

General form

Linear

y 5 ax 1 b

Quadratic

y 5 ax2 1 bx 1 c

Cubic

y 5 ax3 1 bx2 1 cx 1 d

Exponential

y 5 ab x

Power

y 5 ax b

Use a linear model

TUITION The table shows the average tuition y (in dollars) for a private four-year
college in the United States from 1995 to 2002, where x is the number of years
since 1995. Use a graphing calculator to find a model for the data.
x

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

y

14,537

15,605

16,552

17,229

18,340

19,307

20,106

21,183

Solution

STEP 1

Make a scatter plot. The points

lie approximately on a line. This
suggests a linear model.

STEP 2 Use the linear regression
feature to find an equation
of the model.

STEP 3 Graph the model along with
the data to verify that the
model fits the data well.

LinReg
y=ax+b
a=933.3690476
b=14590.58333

c A model for the data is y 5 933x 1 14,600.
11.5 Choose the Best Model for Two-Variable Data
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EXAMPLE 2

Use an exponential model

COOLING RATES You are storing leftover chili in a freezer. The table shows the
chili’s temperature y (in degrees Fahrenheit) after x minutes in the freezer. Use a
graphing calculator to find a model for the data.
x

0

10

20

30

40

50

60

y

100

75

50

35

28

20

15

Solution

ANOTHER WAY
For an extension of the
problem in Example 2,
turn to page 781 for
the Problem Solving
Workshop.

STEP 1

Make a scatter plot. The points

fall rapidly at first and then begin
to level off. This suggests an
exponential decay model.

STEP 2 Use the exponential regression
feature to find an equation of
the model.

ExpReg
y=a*b^x
a=98.24196058
b=.9686633194

STEP 3 Graph the model along with the
data to verify that the model fits
the data well.

c A model for the data is y 5 98.2(0.969) x .
"MHFCSB

✓

at classzone.com

GUIDED PRACTICE

for Examples 1 and 2

Use a graphing calculator to find a model for the data. Then graph the model
and the data in the same coordinate plane.
1.

2.
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x

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

y

23.1

28.9

34.9

43.7

53.2

66.5

80.8

99.3

x

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

y

33

41

52

68

80

89

102

118
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EXAMPLE 3

Use a quadratic model

FUEL EFFICIENCY A study compared the speed x (in miles per hour) and the

average fuel efficiency y (in miles per gallon) of cars. The results are shown in
the table. Use a graphing calculator to find a model for the data.
x

15

20

25

30

35

40

45

50

55

60

65

y

22.3

25.5

27.5

29.0

28.8

30.0

29.9

30.2

30.4

28.8

27.4

Solution

STEP 1

Make a scatter plot. The points

form an inverted U-shape. This
suggests a quadratic model.

CHOOSE A MODEL

STEP 2 Use the quadratic regression
feature to find an equation of
the model.

The data in Example 3
can be modeled by both
a quadratic function
and a cubic function.
When this occurs, it is
often better to choose
the simpler model.

QuadReg
y=ax2+bx+c
a=-.0079300699
b=.726951049
c=13.75622378

STEP 3 Graph the model along with the
data to verify that the model fits
the data well.

c A model for the data is y 5 20.00793x2 1 0.727x 1 13.8.

✓

GUIDED PRACTICE

for Example 3

3. FUEL EFFICIENCY Use the model from Example 3 to predict the average fuel

efficiency of a car traveling 70 miles per hour.
Use a graphing calculator to find a model for the data. Then graph the model
and the data in the same coordinate plane.
4.

5.

x

100

200

300

400

500

600

700

y

16

35

55

70

68

56

38

x

25

24

23

22

21

1

2

y

220

0

3

0

24

0

18

11.5 Choose the Best Model for Two-Variable Data
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11.5

EXERCISES

HOMEWORK
KEY

5 WORKED-OUT SOLUTIONS
on p. WS1 for Exs. 3 and 11
5 TAKS PRACTICE AND REASONING
Exs. 5, 6, 8, 13, 16, and 17
5 MULTIPLE REPRESENTATIONS
Ex. 12

SKILL PRACTICE
1. VOCABULARY Copy and complete: A function of the form y 5 ab x is a(n) ?

function.
2. WRITING

Explain how you can determine whether a linear function or a
quadratic function is a better model for a set of data.

EXAMPLES
1, 2, and 3
on pp. 775–777
for Exs. 3–7

MODELING DATA Use a graphing calculator to find a model for the data. Then
graph the model and the data in the same coordinate plane.

3.

4.

5.

x

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

y

16

17

16

14

11

9

5

x

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

y

26

32

34

37

42

45

49

TAKS REASONING Which type of
function best models the data points?

y

A Linear

B Quadratic

C Cubic

D Exponential

1
x

1

TAKS REASONING Which equation best models the data?

6.
x

0

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

y

125

90

63

43

28

20

16

10

A y 5 23.14x 1 104

B y 5 126(0.931) x

C y 5 125x20.6

D y 5 0.12x2 1 124

7. ERROR ANALYSIS Describe and

correct the error made in using
the information on a graphing
calculator screen to write a
model.

8. ★ TAKS REASONING

The ExpReg
screen shows:

A model for
the data is:

y5a*b^x
a59.714963274
b51.550355116

y 5 9.71x1.55

Write a table of values that can be modeled by a

quadratic function.
9. CHALLENGE The function y 5 5x 2.3 models a table of data in which x-values

are measured in inches and y-values are measured in pounds. If the table is
changed to give the x-values in feet, what function models the revised data?

778
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PROBLEM SOLVING
EXAMPLES
1, 2, and 3

10. ECONOMICS The gross domestic product (GDP) is the total value of goods

and services produced by a country in any given year. The table shows the
GDP y (in billions of dollars) of the United States for selected years from
1930 to 2000. In the table, x represents the number of years since 1930. Use a
graphing calculator to find a model for the data.

on pp. 775–777
for Exs. 10–13

x

0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

y

91.3

101.3

294.3

527.4

1039.7

2795.6

5803.2

9824.6

5&9"4

GPSQSPCMFNTPMWJOHIFMQBUDMBTT[POFDPN

11. AGRICULTURE The table shows the ages x (in years) and trunk diameters y

(in inches) of several Texas grapefruit trees. Use a graphing calculator to find
a model for the data.
x

1

4

8

12

16

20

24

y

1.1

3.9

6.2

7.6

9.1

11.4

15.2

5&9"4
12.

GPSQSPCMFNTPMWJOHIFMQBUDMBTT[POFDPN

MULTIPLE REPRESENTATIONS The graph below shows the price of a firstclass stamp in the United States for selected years from 1975 to 2002. Use a
graphing calculator to find a model for the data. Then graph the model and
the data in the same coordinate plane.

0RICE OF A &IRST #LASS 0OSTAGE 3TAMP

0RICE CENTS




















13.









         

TAK S REASONING
The manager of a restaurant kept a record of the
nu mber y of customers each hour, where x 5 3 represents 3:00 P.M.

x

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

y

9

24

44

56

48

42

38

22

a. Make a scatter plot of the data and determine the type of function that

best models the data.
b. Use a regression feature of a graphing calculator to find a function that

models the data.
c. Graph the function and data to verify that the function is a good model.
d. Do you think the function you found would accurately predict the

number of customers at 1 P.M. ? Explain.
11.5 Choose the Best Model for Two-Variable Data
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14. CAR ENGINES The table shows the relationship between a car’s engine

speed (in revolutions per minute) and the power (in horsepower) that
the engine produces. Use a graphing calculator to find a model for
the data. What engine speed maximizes this car’s engine power?
Engine speed (rpm)

1000

2000

3000

4000

5000

6000

Engine power (hp)

16

35

55

72

77

68

15. CHALLENGE As a chair manufacturer produces more chairs, the

production cost per chair decreases. The table shows the number x
of chairs produced and the production cost y (in dollars) per chair.
Model the data with a function whose graph has a horizontal
asympote. What does the asymptote represent in this situation?
x

50

300

800

2000

3000

4000

y

260

180

95

45

35

30

TAKS PRACTICE at classzone.com

M IXED R EVIEW FOR TAKS
REVIEW

16.

Lesson 2.4;
TAKS Workbook

TAKS PRACTICE A sporting goods store has a 20%-off sale on all golf
equipment. Which equation describes the relationship between the original
price, x, of a piece of golf equipment and the sale price, y? TAKS Obj. 1

A x 5 0.2y
REVIEW

17.

TAKS Preparation
p. 608;
TAKS Workbook

B x 5 0.8y

C y 5 0.2x

D y 5 0.8x

TAKS PRACTICE What is the approximate
volume of the volleyball? TAKS Obj. 8
F 77 in.3
G 232 in.3

H 250 in.3

4.3 in.

J 333 in.3

QUIZ for Lessons 11.3–11.5
A normal distribution has a mean of 47 and a standard deviation of 6. Find the
probability that a randomly selected x-value is in the given interval. (p. 757)
1. Between 35 and 65

2. At least 41

3. At most 29

Find the sample size required to achieve the given margin of error. Round your
answer to the nearest whole number. (p. 766)
4. 63%

5. 67%

6. 64.5%

7. 60.8%

8. SPORTS The table shows the winning times y (in seconds) for various men’s

races of length x (in meters) at the 2004 Summer Olympics. Use a graphing
calculator to find a model for the data. (p. 775)

780

x

100

200

400

800

1500

5000

10,000

y

9.85

19.79

44.00

104.45

214.18

794.39

1625.10

EXTRA PRACTICE for Lesson 11.5, p. 1020

ONLINE QUIZ at classzone.com

Using

ALTERNATIVE METHODS

LESSON 11.5
TEKS

a.5, a.6, 2A.1.B

Extending Example 2, page 776
MULTIPLE REPRESENTATIONS In Example 2 on page 776, you used a graphing
calculator to find an exponential model of the form y 5 ab x for a data set. You
can extend this method to find exponential models of the form y 5 ab x 1 c.

PROBLEM

COOLING RATES You are storing leftover chili in a refrigerator. The table

shows the chili’s temperature y (in degrees Fahrenheit) after x minutes in
the refrigerator. Use a graphing calculator to find a model for the data.

METHOD

x

0

10

20

30

40

50

60

y

100

84

72

63

57

52

49

Transforming Data One approach to solving the problem is to perform a

transformation on the data and then find a model for the transformed data.

STEP 1 Enter the data in lists
L1 and L 2. Then make a scatter
plot. The temperature appears
to decay exponentially to 408F.
So the model has the form
y 5 ab x 1 40, or y 2 40 5 ab x .

STEP 2 Define a new variable
y1 5 y 2 40. Then the data pairs
(x, y1) are modeled by a function
of the form y1 5 ab x . Make a list
of the values of y1 by defining
L 3 as L 2 2 40.
L1
L2
100
0
10
84
72
20
63
30
57
40
52
50
L3(6)=12

L3
60
44
32
23
17
12

STEP 3 Use exponential
regression to find a model
for the data in lists L1 and L 3.
The model is y1 5 60.2(0.969) x .
So, a model for the original data
is y 5 60.2(0.969) x 1 40.

ExpReg
y=a*b^x
a=60.22785996
b=.9686364797

c A model for the original data is y 5 60.2(0.969) x 1 40. Graph the model along
with the original data to verify that the model fits the data well.

P R AC T I C E
1. The data pairs (x, y) below give the temperature

2. The data pairs (x, y) below give the temperature

y (in degrees Fahrenheit) of a hot cup of soup
after it sits for x minutes at room temperature.
Estimate the temperature of the room. Then
find a model for the data.

y (in degrees Celsius) of a cold glass of water
after it sits x minutes at room temperature.
Estimate the temperature of the room. Then
find a model for the data.

(0, 132.8), (10, 105.8), (30, 92.3), (50, 84.2),
(70, 79.2), (90, 76.1), (110, 75), (120, 74.7),
(130, 74.2)

(0, 3.5), (20, 8.1), (40, 12.2), (60, 15.4),
(80, 17), (100, 18.2), (110, 18.6), (120, 18.9)

Using Alternative Methods
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MIXED REVIEW FOR TEKS

TAKS

PRACTICE

classzone.com

Lessons 11.3–11.5
MULTIPLE CHOICE

4. SPORTS SURVEY A local sports TV station

1. BIOLOGY A biologist caught, measured,

weighed, and then released eight Maine
landlocked salmon. The table shows each fish’s
length x (in inches) and weight y (in pounds).
Which equation is the best model for the data?
Use a graphing calculator to find the answer.
TEKS 2A.1.B
x

10.3

15.2

16.2

16.4

y

0.4

1.0

1.3

1.3

x

17.5

18.1

22

23.6

y

1.7

2.0

3.5

4.2

F Self-selected

G Systematic

H Convenience

J Random

5. SUPERMARKET SURVEY A survey shows

A y 5 0.0688(1.20) x

that the time spent by shoppers in a certain
supermarket is normally distributed with a
mean of 45 minutes and a standard deviation
of 12 minutes. What is the approximate
probability that a randomly chosen shopper
spends between 45 and 69 minutes in the
supermarket? TEKS a.1

B y 5 0.525x2 2 0.502x 1 3.18

A 0.475

B 0.4985

C y 5 0.332x 2 3.84

C 0.95

D 0.997

D y 5 0.000321x

3.01

6. STUDENT SURVEY A survey claims that 15% of

who shop online, 73% said that they do so
because of the convenience. What is the
approximate margin of error for the survey?

high school students prefer having gym class
during the last period of the day. The survey
reports a margin of error of 65%. About how
many students were surveyed? TEKS a.1

TEKS a.1

F 20

G 44

F 62.9%

H 133

J 400

2. SHOPPING SURVEY In a survey of 1022 people

G 63.1%

GRIDDED ANSWER

H 63.7%

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

7. TREE HEIGHT At a tree nursery, the heights

J 67.3%
3. SHOE SIZE The table shows the shoe size of a

certain boy at different ages (in years). What
is the most reasonable prediction for the boy’s
shoe size at age 17? Use a quadratic model
obtained from a graphing calculator to find the
answer. TEKS 2A.1.B

782

wants to determine the average number of
hours per week people in the viewing area
watch sporting events on television. The station
surveys people at a nearby sports stadium.
Which type of sample is described? TEKS a.6

Age

6

7

8

10

Shoe size

5

6

7

9

Age

12

14

15

16

Shoe size

10

11

11

12

A 10

B 11

C 12

D 13

Chapter 11 Data Analysis and Statistics

of scotch pine trees are normally distributed
with a mean of 200 centimeters and a standard
deviation of 20 centimeters. Find the percent of
scotch pine trees that have a height of at least
220 centimeters. Round your answer to the
nearest whole number. TEKS a.1

11
Big Idea 1
TEKS

2A.1.B

CHAPTER SUMMARY
Finding Measures of Central Tendency and Dispersion
The table shows common measures of central tendency and dispersion for a data
set. It also shows how these measures are affected when a constant is added to
each data value or when each data value is multiplied by a constant.
Data: 1, 4, 4,
5, 8, 9, 9, 15

Add 5 to each value in
data set

Multiply each value in
data set by 3

6.875

6.875 1 5 5 11.875

3(6.875) 5 20.625

6.5

6.5 1 5 5 11.5

3(6.5) 5 19.5

Mode

4 and 9

4 1 5 5 9 and 9 1 5 5 14

3(4) 5 12 and 3(9) 5 27

Range

15 2 1 5 14

14

3(14) 5 42

4.04

4.04

3(4.04) 5 12.12

Mean
Median

Standard
deviation

Big Idea 2
TEKS

a.1

For Your Notebook

BIG IDEAS

Using Normal Distributions
A normal distribution is modeled by a symmetric, bell-shaped curve. The area
under a normal curve is distributed as shown below. A z-score is the number of
standard deviations a data value lies above or below the mean. You can use
z-scores and the standard normal table on page 759 to find probabilities related
to any normal distribution.
34%

34%

Big Idea 3
TEKS

a.5

}

x1 σ
2
x1 σ
3σ

x 2x
z-score 5 }}}
s

x1

x

13.5%
2.35%
0.15%

x2

3
x2 σ
2σ
x2
σ

13.5%
2.35%
0.15%

Working with Samples
You can use several different methods to choose a sample from a population.
Random sampling is most likely to produce an unbiased sample.
Self-selected sample

Members volunteer.

Often biased

Systematic sample

A rule is used to select
members.

Sometimes biased

Convenience sample

Easy-to-reach members are
selected.

Often biased

Random sample

Every member has an equal
chance of being selected.

Unbiased

Chapter Summary
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CHAPTER REVIEW

TEXAS

classzone.com

• Multi-Language Glossary
• Vocabulary practice

REVIEW KEY VOCABULARY
• statistics, p. 744

• standard deviation, p. 745

• z-score, p. 758

• measure of central tendency,

• outlier, p. 746

• population, p. 766

• normal distribution, p. 757

• sample, p. 766

• mean, median, mode, p. 744

• normal curve, p. 757

• unbiased sample, p. 767

• measure of dispersion, p. 745

• standard normal distribution,

• biased sample, p. 767

p. 744

• range, p. 745

p. 758

• margin of error, p. 768

VOCABULARY EXERCISES
1. Copy and complete: ? is a measure of dispersion that describes the typical

difference between a value in a data set and the mean.
2. WRITING Describe how multiplying every value in a data set by the same constant

affects the mean, median, mode, range, and standard deviation.
3. Copy and complete: The ? for an x-value from a normal distribution represents

the number of standard deviations the x-value lies above or below the mean.

REVIEW EXAMPLES AND EXERCISES
Use the review examples and exercises below to check your understanding of the
concepts you have learned in each lesson of Chapter 11.

11.1

Find Measures of Central Tendency and Dispersion

pp. 744–749

EXAMPLE
Find the mean, median, mode, range, and standard deviation of the following
data set: 13, 13, 13, 19, 24, 24, 27, 28, 34, 35.
1 13 1 13 1 19 1 . . . 1 35
x 5 13
Mean: }
}}}}}}}}}}}}} 5 23
10

Median: 24

Range 5 35 2 13 5 22

Mode: 13

}}}}

Standard Deviation: s 5

Î

(13 2 23)2 1 (13 2 23)2 1 . . . 1 (35 2 23)2
}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}} ø 7.9
10

EXERCISES
EXAMPLES
1 and 2
on pp. 744–745
for Exs. 4–8

Find the mean, median, mode, range, and standard deviation of the data set.
4. 35, 36, 36, 38, 41, 42, 45, 48

5. 75, 76, 79, 85, 88, 88, 90, 92

6. 76, 102, 87, 85, 91, 92, 91, 97

7. 103, 155, 140, 125, 130, 140, 115

8. GAS PRICES The list shows the average price of a gallon of gasoline each year

from 1994 to 2004. Find the median and standard deviation of the prices.
$1.04, $1.13, $1.13, $1.26, $1.13, $.97, $1.30, $1.47, $1.14, $1.47, $1.59

784
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Chapter Review Practice

11.2

Apply Transformations to Data

pp. 751–755

EXAMPLE
Find the mean, median, mode, range, and standard deviation of the data set
below and of the data set obtained by multiplying each data value by 0.8.
200, 220, 280, 290, 320, 320, 340, 380
Original data

Transformed data

293.75

0.8(293.75) 5 235

Median

305

0.8(305) 5 244

Mode

320

0.8(320) 5 256

Range

180

0.8(180) 5 144

56.33

0.8(56.33) ø 45.06

Mean

Standard deviation

EXERCISES
EXAMPLES
1 and 2
on pp. 751–752
for Exs. 9–11

Find the mean, median, mode, range, and standard deviation of the given data
set and of the data set obtained by performing the given transformation.
9. 34, 35, 37, 37, 38, 41, 42, 46, 48; add 27 to each data value
10. 62, 66, 66, 68, 74, 76, 78, 80, 82; multiply each data value by 1.2
11. RAINFALL The list below shows the average rainfall (in millimeters) for

Lubbock, Texas, during each month of the year. Find the mean, median,
mode, range, and standard deviation of the data in millimeters and of
the data in inches. (Note: 1 mm ø 0.03937 in.)
14.9, 14.3, 20.1, 30.5, 76.9, 59.8, 57.2, 40.2, 59.8, 46.5, 16.4, 18.8

11.3

Use Normal Distributions

pp. 757–762

EXAMPLE
A normal distribution has a mean of 76 and a standard deviation of 9. Use the
standard normal table on page 759 to find the probability that a randomly
selected x-value from the distribution is at most 64.

}

x 2 x 5 64 2 76 ø 21.3
z 5 }}}
}}}}

Find z-score for x 5 64.

P(x ≤ 64) ø P(z ≤ 21.3) 5 0.0968

Use the standard normal table.

s

9

EXERCISES
EXAMPLE 3
on p. 759
for Exs. 12–17

A normal distribution has a mean of 95 and a standard deviation of 7. Use
the standard normal table on page 759 to find the indicated probability for a
randomly selected x-value from the distribution.
12. P(x ≤ 89)

13. P(x ≤ 84)

14. P(91 < x ≤ 100)

15. P(x ≤ 50)

16. P(x > 100)

17. P(50 < x ≤ 80)
Chapter Review
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11.4

CHAPTER REVIEW
Select and Draw Conclusions from Samples

pp. 766–771

EXAMPLE
In a survey of 582 people, 57% said that summer is their favorite season. What
is the margin of error for the survey?
1 5 6 1 ø 60.041 5 64.1%
Margin of error 5 6}}
}}}
}
}
Ï582
Ïn

EXERCISES
EXAMPLE 4
on p. 768
for Exs. 18–22

Find the margin of error for a survey that has the given sample size. Round
your answer to the nearest tenth of a percent.
18. 300

19. 2500

20. 800

21. 4900

22. SURVEYS In a Gallup Youth Survey of 517 teenagers, 34% said that their

favorite way to spend an evening was to hang out with family or friends.
What is the margin of error for the survey?

11.5

Choose the Best Model for Two-Variable Data

pp. 775–780

EXAMPLE
Use a graphing calculator to find a model for the data. Then graph the model
and the data in the same coordinate plane.
x

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

y

42

48

53

52

49

40

32

Make a scatter plot. The

points form an inverted
U-shape. This suggests
a quadratic model.

Use the quadratic
regression feature to
find an equation of
the model.

Graph the model along
with the data to verify
that the model fits the
data well.

QuadReg
y=ax2+bx+c
a=-.0171428571
b=1.535714286
c=18.07142857

c A model for the data is y 5 20.0171x2 1 1.54x 1 18.1.

EXERCISES
EXAMPLES
1, 2, and 3
on pp. 775–777
for Ex. 23

786

23. Use a graphing calculator to

find a model for the data. Then
graph the model and the data
in the same coordinate plane.
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x

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

y

24

21

17

14

9

5

2
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CHAPTER TEST
Find the mean, median, mode, range, and standard deviation of the given
data set and of the data set obtained by performing the given transformation.
1. 41, 38, 42, 41, 45, 44, 48, 35; multiply each data value by 3
2. 16, 21, 19, 21, 17, 25, 15, 18; add 14 to each data value
3. 108, 92, 102, 99, 116, 92; multiply each data value by 4.5

A normal distribution has a mean of 72 and a standard deviation of 5. Find
the probability that a randomly selected x-value from the distribution is in
the given interval.
4. Between 67 and 77

5. Between 57 and 72

6. At least 62

Find the margin of error for a survey that has the given sample size. Round
your answer to the nearest tenth of a percent.
7. 340

8. 8125

9. 931

10. 1560

11. FOOTBALL Teams in the National Football League are divided into two

conferences, the American Football Conference (AFC) and the National
Football Conference (NFC). The table below shows the margin of victory in
each conference’s championship game for the 1990–2004 seasons.
AFC Championship margins of victory

NFC Championship margins of victory

48, 3, 19, 17, 4, 4, 14, 3,
13, 19, 13, 7, 17, 10, 14

2, 31, 10, 17, 10, 11, 17, 13,
3, 5, 41, 5, 17, 11, 17

a. Find the mean, median, mode, range, and standard deviation of the

AFC margins of victory.
b. Find the mean, median, mode, range, and standard deviation of the

NFC margins of victory.
c. Compare the statistics for each set of data and make a conclusion about

the data.
12. TEST SCORES The scores on a standardized test administered to 10,000

students have a mean of 50 and a standard deviation of 10. Find the z-score
for each student whose score is given.
a. Kevin: 55

b. Manuel: 70

c. Colby: 40

d. Neal: 47

13. SHOPPING SURVEY In a survey of 1600 U.S. adults, 61% said that they have

purchased a product online. Find the margin of error for the survey. Then
give an interval that is likely to contain the exact percent of all U.S. adults
who have purchased a product online.
14. TYPING ERRORS The table shows the average number y of errors made by

students in a typing course when they took tests given x days after the start
of the course. Use a graphing calculator to find a model for the data.
x

2

10

14

21

30

45

63

70

91

y

45.2

36.1

30.2

23.1

18.7

11.0

5.6

4.3

2.4

Chapter Test
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TAKS PREPARATION

TAKS Obj. 9
TEXAS TEKS 8.13.B

DRAWING VALID CONCLUSIONS FROM DATA
In order to draw valid conclusions from data, you must examine the data
mathematically. The following methods can help you analyze data.
• Graphing the data You can use a graph, such as a histogram or a scatter plot, to

reveal patterns and trends in the data.
• Comparing data values You can describe an increase or descrease in a quantity

by finding the difference or percent change between two data values.
Both of these methods can be used to determine whether statements about the
data are accurate or inaccurate.

EXAMPLE
The table shows the number of U.S. citizens 7 years or older (in millions) who
played softball for various years from 1995 through 2003.
Year

1995

1997

1999

2001

2003

Number

17.6

16.3

14.7

13.2

11.8

a. Describe the pattern in the numbers of U.S. citizens who played softball.
b. Estimate the number of U.S. citizens who played softball in 2000.
c. Evaluate this statement: “The number of U.S. citizens who were softball

players decreased over 40% during the eight years following 1995.”

a. Make a scatter plot of the data.

c The number of people who played
softball decreased during each twoyear period since 1995. The decrease
was approximately linear.
b. Because the data show a linear

trend, you can estimate that the
number of softball players in 2000 is
about halfway between the number
of players in 1999 (14.7 million)
and the number of players in 2001
(13.2 million).

Softball players (millions)

Solution

24
18
12
6
0

1995 1997 1999 2001 2003
Year

c The number of U.S. citizens who played softball in 2000 was about
(14.7 million 1 13.2 million) 4 2 ø 14.0 million.
c. From 1995 to 2003, the number of softball players decreased by

17.6 million 2 11.8 million 5 5.8 million. The percent decrease from
1995 to 2003 was 5.8 million 4 17.6 million ø 0.33 5 33%.
c The statement is inaccurate.
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TAKS PROBLEMS ON DRAWING VALID
CONCLUSIONS FROM DATA
Below are examples of problems in multiple choice format that involve drawing
valid conclusions from data. Try solving the problems before looking at the
solutions. (Cover the solutions with a piece of paper.) Then check your solutions
against the ones given.
1. The table shows the cost of silk-screen shirts.

Which conclusion can you make based on the
information in the table?

Solution

Choice A is incorrect because the cost per shirt
decreases as the number of shirts increases.

Number of
shirts ordered

Cost per
shirt

10

$9.50

60

$8.40

110

$7.40

160

$6.50

Choice D is incorrect because the cost of
110 shirts is 110($7.40) 5 $814 and the cost of
60 shirts is 60($8.40) 5 $504.

210

$5.70

Choice B is correct, as shown below.

Choice C is incorrect because the cost per shirt for
20 shirts is less than $10. So, the total cost of
20 shirts is less than 20($10) 5 $200.

A The cost per shirt increases as the number of
shirts ordered increases.

} ø 12%

$9.50 2 $8.40
$9.50

} ø 12%

B There is about a 12% savings with each
additional increase of 50 shirts ordered.

} ø 12%

$7.40 2 $6.50
$7.40

} ø 12%

C

The cost of 20 shirts is more than $200.

D The cost of 110 shirts is less than the cost of
60 shirts.
2. In a survey of 120 student athletes, 72 said they

exercise regularly during the off-season. Of
these 72 student athletes, 18 said they exercise
by running. A school newspaper reported “In a
recent survey, 25% of student athletes said they
exercise during the off-season by running.”
Which conclusion about the newspaper
statement is valid?
F

The statement is accurate because 18 out of
72 students represents 25%.

G The statement is accurate because student
athletes train all year.
H The statement is inaccurate because only 15%
of the student athletes surveyed said they
exercise during the off-season by running.
J

$8.40 2 $7.40
$8.40
$6.50 2 $5.70
$6.50

The correct answer is B.
A

B

C

D

Solution

Choice F is incorrect because there were
120 student athletes surveyed, not 72.
Choice G is incorrect because only 72 out of
120 student athletes train all year.
Choice J is incorrect because the fact that the
survey included only student athletes does not
affect the accuracy of the statement.
Choice H is correct because the newspaper
statement is inaccurate for the reason given.
The correct answer is H.
F

G

H

J

The statement is inaccurate because the
survey should include all students.
TAKS Preparation
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1. The table shows the yearly percent increase

in the population of Texas from 1999 through
2003. Which conclusion can you make based
on the information in the table?
Year

Percent increase

1999

1.98%

2000

1.43%

2001

2.35%

2002

1.86%

2003

1.76%

3. In a survey of 100 high school students,

20 students said they get 6 hours of sleep
a night. Of those students who get 6 hours
of sleep, 8 are female. A school newspaper
reported “In a survey of high school students,
only 8% of students who get 6 hours of sleep a
night are female.” Which conclusion is valid
based on the data given?
A The statement is accurate because female
students need more than 6 hours of sleep.
B The statement is accurate because 8 out of
100 students represents 8%.
C

A The population decreased each year from
1999 through 2003.
B The percent increase in population for 2004
is 1.56%.
C

Texas had its largest increase in population
in 2000.

D The percent increase in population
averaged over 1.8% during the 5 years.
2. The table shows a company’s salary scale for

employees. Which conclusion can you make
based on the information in the table?
Year of
employment

Salary
(thousands
of dollars)

1

25

2

25.5

3

27

4

29.7

5

31.1

The statement is inaccurate because it does
not include the number of hours of sleep for
each student surveyed.

D The statement is inaccurate because 8 out of
20 students represents 40%.
4. Three friends go to a restaurant and order

sandwiches. The restaurant has 12 different
sandwiches, and each person is equally
likely to choose any sandwich. What is the
approximate probability that each person
orders a different sandwich?
F

0.003

G 0.064
H 0.573
J

0.764

MIXED TAKS PRACTICE
5. Which inequality does the graph represent?
TAKS Obj. 1
y

F

4
3
2
1

The salary of an employee is not related to
the length of employment.
21

G The salary increase is at least 4% for each
year of employment.
H During their first five years of employment,
employees receive their greatest pay
increase after the third year.
J

790

The salary of an employee after 6 years is at
least $37,000.
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A 5x 1 4y < 20
B 5x 1 4y > 20
C

5x 1 4y ≤ 20

D 5x 1 4y ≥ 20

1 2 3

5x
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6. Consider a right circular cone with radius r,

height h, and slant height l. Which equation
represents the ratio of the cone’s volume V to
its total surface area S? TAKS Obj. 10

F

h
V
}5}
S
l

V
S

A y 5 22x 2 4

C

h

1x 1 7
y5}
}
2

2

1x 1 1
D y 5 2}
}

V 5 3rh
H }
}
S
r1l

J

through (23, 2) and is perpendicular to the line
22x 1 4y 5 9? TAKS Obj. 3
B y 5 2x 1 8

V5l
G }
}
S

9. Which linear equation has a graph that passes

2

2

10. Based on the graph, what is the value of x when

rh
3(r 1 l)

y 5 4? TAKS Obj. 4

}5}

4
3
2
1

7. Which statement best describes the

relationship between the graphs of the linear
equations? TAKS Obj. 7
y 5 12 2 4x
24x 1 y 5 12

24

22

y

1 2 3 4x
22
23
24

A The lines are parallel to each other.
B The lines are perpendicular to each other.
C

The lines have the same x-intercept.

D The lines have the same y-intercept.
8. The diagram shows two different hiking paths

from a ranger station to a fire tower. A hiker
decides to hike the Ridge Trail and Mountain
Top Trail instead of the Scenic Trail. How much
farther does the hiker travel? TAKS Obj. 8
Fire
tower
Scenic Trail
5100 m

Ranger
station

4500 m
Ridge Trail

Mountain
Top Trail

F

x 5 28

G x 5 24
H x 5 22
J

x54

11. The midpoint of }
ST is M(5, 12). The coordinates

of S are (15, 26). What are the coordinates of T ?
TAKS Obj. 7

A (25, 30)
B (5, 230)
C

(10, 3)

D (25, 224)
12. GRIDDED ANSWER The height of a ball

H 2400 m

dropped from a 36-foot-high roof is modeled
by the equation h 5 216t 2 1 36 where h is the
height of the ball (in feet) and t is the number
of seconds after the ball is dropped. After how
many seconds does the ball hit the ground?

J

TAKS Obj. 5

F

1800 m

G 2200 m

3200 m

Record your answer and fill in the bubbles

on your answer document. Be sure to use the
correct place value.
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